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proof against the seduction ; u It is the last, be that of a shrewd, reckless adventurer,
■ deferred AïrÉwïÆs; '
; VAN BUREN-AT HOME.
mouthful,” said he,- “ and surely that can who had seen life in all its varieties, and
Jackson’s vote in 18821, fin N.'York, 168,243
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
do me no great harm !” so he swallowed it, could make himself at home in all compa
[From the Portsmouth N. H.. Journal.]
Van» Buren’s vote in 1836, : ;
166,815
J AMES K. REMICH.
and died that some night of a surfeit. What nies, utterly careless whether he >eVe wel
The Governor's Message, which appears in
Office on the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House.. made a howling maniac of Atkinson, the
1,428
come or not. He had a grey piecing eve our columns’Jto-day, came to us with a re Van Buren falls short,
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
rich stock broker ? Precisely the same in ever on the look-out, as if for bis landlord’s markable title, viz :
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
“ Message of Isaac Hill, Governor of New Jackson Gubernatorial vote in 1834, 181,905
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which firmity of purpose, exhibited in a different silver spoons ; a huge moutk, which seem- Hamnshi
do.
do. in 1836, 166,815
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No, form. He had already amassed a “ plum,” ed made for nn
. per i Hampshire,
.
í - « ” whence we infer that the au Van Buren
no nthpr
other niirnotiik.^
purpos^than to
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub and was advised by all who felt an interest
thor does not feel ashamed of his work, nor
plex a perigord pie ; broad, quare chegij ' afraid of its re^oVisibllity.
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
Van Buren falls short,
1-5,090
Thepublisher does.not hold himself responsible for in his wellare, to retire and hive his gains ; indicating prodigious persona' strength ;
' ■■■
: ‘
-f'.-'C ,P-4------ 1----- rLThe
following
is
a
brief
synopsis
ofits
con

any error in any advertisement beyond the amount but no, he must first secure one more slice legs bowed like a parenthesis Brj iarge reJ tents :
Whig GubernatoriaLvote in 1834; .168^96^1
charged for its insertion.
—just one “ last mouthful”—of the new ears, which stood off from eitlD sj^8
, do^ in 1836,
166,815
Gov. Hill informs us that the Indian Van Buren do
tempting foreign loan. Well, he did so; head, like the paddle-boxes of a ^am-boat. stream difficulties are at an end, and the
’ISCELLANEOUS.
2,154
but scarcely was the false hunger of his av The general expression of hiicasi.jron boundary established by a minute survey of Van Buten falls shbri,,. ' [From Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine.]
arice appeased, when down went the stock, countenance was that of caustic hinOr .
'| the disputed territory.
Thus, it is seen, that Mr. Van Buren Never
portion orine
oPlhe surplus
Surplus revenue,
Revenue,
™
. !I That
x£iai the
tU0 poiTioo
THE UNBIDDEN GUEST.
and away went the fortune of the distracted it wa« rnnctanLhas
commanded as many votes'as either Jack‘
80
>
which
New
Hampshire
will
receive,
is
about
I
He too tones of his voice, which were now rch and | eight hundred thousand doHars-and advices ¡son or Marcy,—and that Mr.-Seward, the
Nicholas Klauer was a rich burgher miser. Poor Charles Mordaunt !
of Ingoldstadt, fond of good eating and must insist on his “ last mouthful,” for who sportive, and now harsh and peq¡ar asj the state to loan the fun’ff; and use the in- ;whig candidate forKJovernor in 1834,t actual-»
drinking, and with but one draw-back on his does not know that ambition, like covet those of a Y ankee boatswain.
to pay the expenses of the State . gov- ’ly received TWO THOUSAND ONE .HUN*
felicity, namely, a lean scolding wife, who ousness and gluttony, has an ever-craving presented nothing remarkable, except that
'1¡5sní 5 ly.it expresses no doubts or Éicéu- DRED AND FIFTY FOUR Votes more
Lp wore
war» a pair of superannuated ku-i.
^uaatter of receiving the rqoney : than Mr. Van}Buren.
was, no doubt, consigned to him by Provi “ wolf in its belly ?” Charles had long he
black shorts,. p
ne a?iv\s CongresSAo reduce thé'tadence, to teach him that unalloyed happi held a distinguished post in the Cabinet ; a seedy cocked hat, and pearl-grey stock I
this session, K the minimum for 1842, so
GENERAL HARRISON AT HOME.
ness is not the lot of mortality. Like the but what of that ? Though high, he was ings, with clocks running up to the calf of ria
that there shall befarther surplus:
Now let us look at Ohio, the residence of
Lord Hamlet, Nicholas was “ somewhat fat not highest ; power had yet one “ last his leg. Altogether his look, dress, and
That railroads ana other corpoWtioiis* for Gen. Harrison.
and pursy,” with a round, rosy, good-hu mouthful’, wherewith to tempt bis appetite ; bearing, conveyed the idea of a mouldy law public improvement, arQ not nlhhopoliék Jackson’s vote in 1832,
81,246
mored expression of countenance, and a and in intriguing for the possession of this, yer on the hunt fora client.
thaubere are three- njj roads pfdjectfed in. Harrison’s vote in 1836,
104,958
bald, polished skull, which, in the summer he sacrificed character, and ultimately life
When Nicholas had completed his .in this state, of which thatiom Lowell to Conover Jackson, 23,712
season, afforded a halting place to many a itself.
spection of this prepossessing biped, which , cord is, of course, the most important,—and Increase for Harrison
I r
’
. ■ i /’J ■■
( it______
I might enumerate a thousand other in he did in shorter time than I have taken to advises the Legislature to help them as much
vagrant, unceremonious blue-bottle.
as possible:
Jackson
Gùbertfàtòrial
Votò
iti
’
1834,
70,738
Of course, being rich, our worthy burgh stances of the danger of giving way to the describe him, he shrugged his shoulders, as
That the state house ought to be slated, re Harrison’s vote in 1836,
104,958
but I ani much as to say, “ Ecod, you’re a beauty,” paired
er had a high opinion of his own impor temptation of a “ last mouthful
and painted :
tance, and equally asa matter of course, not writing a homily, so must return to the and then again demanded to know the rea
That small bills are not issued by the de
Increase for Harrison,
34,220
possessed, in the estimation of his friends, hero of my narrative, whom I left indolent son of his abrupt visit.
posite banks—(which we knew before ;) and
the best of hearts ; for, whatever romantic ly ruminating by his fire-side. While thus
“ Why, I have come to sup with you, of that, in case the silver experiment’do not suc WhigiVote in 1834,
67,414
ceed, he advises us not to try thé Uí< ^ó'Id . ex do. do. in 1836,
enthusiasts may allege to the contrary, there occupied, a sudden knock at the door rous course,” replied the Unbidden Guest.
104,958
is nothing like a well-endowed pocket to e- ed him from his reveries, and, gently raising
“Butyou cannot expect any supper at periment,” from which we inter that!there is
$o be no small bill haw in New Hampshire :
Increase in two years,
37,544
licit a man’s amiabilities.
It brings them himself, he began to consider who the var- such a late hour as this.”
The old state prison accounts are still
Portland Mertiser.
out like a fine varnish.
Your rich folks let could be that thus dared to disturb an
“ Indeed but 3 doj though.”
somewhat foggy, and that the jy'hole con
are always so respectable—so intelligent— Ingoldstadt burgher in the very midst of his
a Then you are like to be disappointed, cern was a great deal worse than any body
Speculations in Flour.—The Albany Ad
so every thing that is companionable, both nocturnal devotions. Some people specu friend.”
ever told of: [a most astounding declaration, vertiser says—“ We have been desired to ask
late
on
visiters
by
their
knock,
and
Nicho

at home and abroad ; it is your poor devil
“ I think not.”
when we remember that “ the party,” from the Albany Argus whether it is not true that
only that entertains such odd notions of las was one of these. His first impression
“ No matter what you think ; the deuce Counsellor Cushman down to the Sans Cul- a Company has been formed along ihe line
things—is so unsocial—so vulgar—sb noto was, that the intruder was no other than his a mouthful will you get in this house to lottes, all told us, on their word and honor, of the Canal, with a capital of two hundred or
two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, tor
rious for his mildewed morality, and incal wife, returned unexpectedly to moderate any night, for my servants are all out, and my that every thing was in fine order.]
That he is in favour of an insane hospital the purpose of speculating on a rise of flour,
culable resources of non-payment.
You exurberant felicity he might be indulging pantry is empty.”
—and also of a short session—to which latter and whether some gentlemen high in the
seldom or never find a rich man in the black in ; but the sangfroid of his cat, who well
“ Pooh, pooh, Master Nicholas. Supper paragraph the people will doubtless say, so State Government have not participated ?
hole, or airing his elbows in the court-yard knew the dreaded rap, convinced him that I want, and supper I will have. Why, I be it.
of a jail; no, he is to be met with in the se- this could not be the case, and he was in what are you staring for ?
Is there any
The Surplus Revenue.—Mr. Huntsman of The following return appears on the back
lectest haunts where vice never dares to the act of puzzling himself with a variety of thing surprising in a hungry man wanting
Tennessee
in a speech made by hirn at a of an execution issued by a justice not far
show her face—at court—at clubs—in my conjectures, when, bang I bang 1 again went his supper ?”
convention held in Nashville on the 13th ult. from this place ; the execution, it will be rec
lady’s drawing-room, or at my lord’s levee the knocker, the bell at the same time ring
i( But I tel! you again, I have got no sup gave the following history of the distribu ollected, commands the copstable to levy the
debt and costs on the goods and chatties of
—an incontrovertible fact, which, while it ing, as it were ringing for a wager.
per.”
tion bill :
settles the question of the superior morality • “ Who’s there ?” cried Nicholas shuffling
“ Gen. Jackson was deliberately and from defendant, but for want of sufficient distress to
“ That’s a lie, Nick, and jrou know it.”
take the body to the jail of the county,
along the passage, in the not
of the wealthy, accounts for and justifies Fand grumbling
.
“ Indeed ! And, pray, how do you full conviction committed to the support of
Tioga Gazette.
the
principles
developed
in
that
bill.
He
their reserve towards their poorer brethren., disagreeable consciousness of a good griev- know whether it’s a lie or not ?” inquired
“ Went to house of defendant and found
But, to say nothing of his moral inferiority, an^e
Who’s there, I say ?”
mine host, as much startled as an abbess spoke, he said, authoritatively, and from facts no property, but there being sufficient dis
which came personally under his own ob
“ No matter, let me in.”
what pleasure, I should like to know, can a
would be, at the sight of a concealed Irish servation. He was present when the depos tress in the family I did not take the body to
“ No matter 1 But I tell you it is great man in her nunnery.
rich man possibly derive from the company
ite hill came from the Senate. It was hand the jail.
of a poor one ? To laugh at his jokes is matter that I should know who demands ad
So answers---------------- , Constable.
“ Oh,” rejoined the stranger, with a sec ed to Gen. Jackson, who said that in its pres
out of the question, for who can relish hu- mittance into my house at this hour. For ond courteous obeisance, “ I could not be ent shape he would be compelled to veto it
All honor to the worthy functionary, of
There three days in Ingoldstadt without/ Kearis'- from constitutional scruples, but that he could whom this worthy anecdote is told. If his
340T Mxtv is nut indorsed by respectability ? aught I know, you may be a thief.
If he tells you a fact, ten to one it is a fic was my neighbor Hans Krackjaw”*&---all about Nicholas Klauer and his famous frame an amendment wnich, if adopted, fbturn upon the writ was intended as a feu-de“ D------n Hans Krackjaw —let me in.” victualling establishment. People herea would meet his full approbation and enable mots, there never was a better ; if it, was
tion, for poverty is the mother of invention ;
“ Let you in, hey ! And, pray, what bouts talk of nothing else, at least where 1 him to approve it without any sacrifice of made in pure simplicity of heart and misap
he cannot rivet your attention by any pi
prinei-plp. He was requested to do so, and prehension of the technical law term, it
You are much have been.”
quant small scandals about your mutual should I let you in for?
retired with the Attorney General, B. F. But speaks volumes in testimony of his gentle
better
where
you
are,
”
added
Nicholas,
in
friends, which is the very salt of conversa
“ You have said that once before : so I’d ler, wrote the amendment which was copied and compassionate nature.—jV. Y. Com.
tion, nothing being more remarkable than an arch, satirical manner, which had the ef thank you to change your tune. I’m not by his Secretary, Mr Donelson, and handed
the placidity with which we listen to the.a- fect of restoring, his good humor, for your one to be taken in by soft speeches ; I am to Mr. Anthonyj a devoted friend of the
Importation of Hay.—It forms a curious
buseofour acquaintances, and the dulcet slow wag is always pleased when he fancies as sick of them as a poor patient of his doc President’s, from Pennsylvania, who offered item in the agricultural commerce of this
it to the House, where it was finally adopted, country, that we are now exporting hay to
tor’s bill.”
strain in which we put forth our remonstran be has said a smart thing.
and being them fully and unequivocally ex
“ Will you let me in or not ?” rejoined
ces of“ come now, this is too bad ; I really
“Hah, hah !” replied the stranger, pressive of Jackson’s sentiments, was approv America. A vessel is about to sail with a
cannot sit still and hear all this,” evidently the stranger, raising his voice in a most per a' that’s so like you—you are so droll ! ed,by him, and is now the law of the land.” cargo oflOjOOO stones of hay from Aberdeen
and a larger will follow from the Clyde. Of
Such a wag I”
intending thereby to encourage the speaker emptory manner.
course we are led t<5 presume that the trusses
“ No, I won’t.”
to go on. The poor man cannot sefve úp
This well-timed laugh did not come aThe Louisville Journal thus closes its re have been subjected to the compression of
You
wont
?
”
sny sauce piquante of this sort ; and as for
iniss to Nicholas, despite his deprecation of marks upon the probable result of the Presi the hydraulic presses, and that the bulk has
“ No 1”
, .
his daring to round off a point by poking
all soft speeches. Few men, indeed, who dential election :—
been thus reduced.—Eng.paper.
“ Then here goes,” and so saying, the pique themselves on their humor, can resist
“ When Crassus penetrated the fastnesses
you in the ribs, or winking knowingly at
you with an arch, half-shut eye—those fa stranger kept up such a clattering at the the compliment of a hearty laugh, especial of Parthia, he was met by the natives upon
The health of the President, judging from
miliar expedients which lend such irresisti door, now with the knocker, and now with ly when it comes in the right place. Many their own hills. The contest was terrific. the complexion of various letters from Wash
ble effect to purse-proud drollery—why, he his doubled fist against the pannels, that otherwise adroit flatterers are sad marplots Rome’s mercenaries prevailed by superior ington, must be rather worse than better.
discipline, but it was only the semblance of
would no more think of taking such a liber Nicholas, who began to be apprehensive of in this respect. I once knew a gentleman victory. Some parasitical sycophant compli The impression seems to be, that he will
not long survive.—JV*. Y. Com. Jldv.
the
effects
of
this
two-fold
assault
and
batte

ty than of taking the airón a witch’s broom
who could never get his risible muscles into mented Crassus upon his “ great victory.”—
stick ? Of necessity, then, the poor man ry, thought it better to come to terms with play till a full half hour after the rest of the
Victory,” replied he, “ one more such vic
Liberal.—On Wednesday last, the New
must be as dull a dog as he is a depraved him. Accordingly, after cautiously peeping company had forgotten the joke, when he tory will undo us.” The reply was prophet York Board of Brokers voted nineteen hun
one ; and such being the case, what wonder through the key-hole, in order to get some would burst out with a most cacophonus ca- ic. Three months had not elapsed when the dred dollars to the public charities of that
that a respectable citizen like Nicholas glimpse of the stranger’s face or figure, in chinnaiion, and generally at the very mo bones of the invaders were whitening the city—making, with the $200 given to the sur
Klauer made a point of keeping the whole which, however, he was disappointed by ment when the gravest possible discourse land. “ They had died upon the land they vivors of the wreck of the Bristol, the hand
would enslave.” The political mercenaries
fraternity at arm’s length, and restricting the darkness of the night, he unlocked the was going forward. Nbw, the stranger was of our days have perhaps won such a victory some sum of $2100.
himself to the society of his moral and en door, and let him in ; not a little induced no bungler of this sort; his seasonable now. “ One more such will undo them.”
Arrival extra.—A common flat open boat
lightened equals, on whose congenial minds thereto by the rain, which now began to chuckle, therefore, had all the effect that Had they lost Pennsylvania, their fate would of large size, lately arrived at Apalachicola,
descend
in
torrents
;
for
Nicholas,
notwith

his elephantine jokes, and still more pon
might have been anticipated, for the burgh have been sealed, and how near they were from Henry county, Alabama, 200 miles dis
derous common-places, never failed to make standing his self-importance, was, in the er was so mollified by his prompt apprecia losing it, even the candid amongst themselves tant, whence it had floated in five days, with
main, a well-natured fellow, and would tion of a good t hing, that without more ado will at once admit. Let us meet them once three hands, heavily laden with beef cattle,
the requisite impressions.
But to my tale. It was one of those fog- scarcely have refused shelter, even to a poor he rose from his seat, and hurrying out of more nUd we shall crush the faction beyond live hogs, sheep, poultry, corn meal, &c. for
all hope of resuscitation. They will receive
^y evenings towardsjhe close of autumn, man, at such a season.
the room, returned in a few minutes with their deathblow from the hands of the peo a market. It is supposed to be a good spec
ulation, as beef there is 12 cents per pound,
No sooner had the stranger entered, than the supper apparatus, and placing the
when horses are apt to poke their noses 8in
ple “ they would enslave.”
pork 18 3-4, mutton the same, corn meal $2
to shop windows, and pedestrians pressed he moved briskly forward into the parlor, items, one by one on the table, desired the
a bushpl, chickens 50 cents each, and eggs 75
íor time to find that they ha ve gone just half and ensconcing himself in his host’s own sa stranger to fall toj while he himself looked
As soon as it was generally believed, that cents a dozen.______ '
on.
a town’s length out of their road ; in a word, cred arm-chair, said, in a chuckling tone,
Gen. Harrison had carried Pennsylvania, and
The canals in this country now finished
“ How are you, Nipk ? Disagreeable
it was an orthodox November evening, when
And well he might look on, for, never that his election was consequently secure,
Nicholos Klauer sat in his leather-bottomed night this.”
since the days of Keliogabalus, was there there was an immediate rise of stocks in all comprise more than 200(j miles in length
“ Nick ! Who told you my name was seen such an appetite as this well-featured pans of the country. What does this fact —-the rail-roads already completed upwards
arm-chair, by a cozy fire-side, with a black
cat purring and washing her ears at his feet, Nick ?” asked the burgher, drawing himself visiter’s. Talk of a pike—a shark—a cor prove ? Does it not conclusively show, that, of 1500, and those under contract, accord
if Harrison were President, the people with ing to a recent estimate, to more than 3000
and a spacious glass, with nothing in it but up with an air of grave hauteur.
morant—a poet !
Why, he would have one
consent, would repose a confidence in miles. With such means of communication
(C Oh, I could not be three days in In beaten an alderman, giving him the start of
a spoon, on the table beside hito. His wife
his administration, which they can never re
—considerate creature I—having quitted goldstadt without hearing all about the rich a whole venison pastry ! Not less astound pose in Van Buren’s ? Does it not show, betvyeen the Northern aad Southern sec
him to visit a gossip in the neighborhood, Nicholas Klauer,” replied the stranger, with ing were his faculties of deglutition. Could that, if Harrison were President the people tions of the country, it is scarcely possible to
estimate its rapid advancement for a pentury
he had been indemnifying himself for his a most courteous inclination of the head.
you but have seen him, you would have would have full confidence in the stability of
to come, in growth, enterprise and general
“
True
—
true.
Well,
but
now
that
you
the
currency,;
whilst,
on
the
con
trary,
if
Van
solitude by a hearty supper, which des
sworn be was just fresh from a year’s brow
But sing on the Great Zaarah, with all the thirst Buren were the Chief Magistrate, they would prosperity.—-Nat. Eagle.
patched, he was now, in the true spirit of are in, friend, tell me your business.
expect a repetition of the same financial
luxurious idlesse, indulging in a variety of before you explain, suppose you quit that of the desert upon him.
freaks, that make up the history of the pres Matthias the “ Prophet.”—We learn that
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
vague listless ruminations ; at one moment arm-chair, and take this,” pushing an old
this notorious personage is now in Baltimore
ent administration ?—Louisville Journal.
shaping figures out of the glowing embers high-backed mahogany one towards him.
and—will it be credited ?—that he has actu
No, no ; but let me alone ; I am very
pn the hearth, and at another speculating
The Richmond Compiler gives notice that ally found some followers among the mass of
Brevity of Life.—An ancient register, which
on the probability of his escaping the effects comfortable where I am.”
may be depended upon, gives us the follow in consequence of the increased price of la our population !—Baltimore Patriot.
of the last mouthful of a delicious pate,
“ Give me my chair,” repeated Nicholas, ing very mortifying instances of the brevity bor, and of every article of necessity or bu
is ascertained that there were 100
which, like many another epicure, he had drumming testily with one foot on the floor. of human life, of a hundred persons, who siness, the proprieior of that paper finds it
born at the same time. At the end of necessary to restore the prices of }7early ad passengers on board the ship Bristol, of
prevailed on himself to swallow, merely be
“ I shall do no such thing,” replied his 6were
years, there remained only 64 ; at the end vertising which were previously obtained at whom 23 were saved, and 77 lost.
cause it was the last!
unabashed visiter.
of 16 years, 46 ; at the end of 26 years, 26 ; Richmond—accordingly, after the 1st of Jan
Ah, that last mouthful !
How much
“ By St. Jerome ! but you are a cool fel at the end of 36 years, 16 ; at the end of 46 uary, the Compiler s&ys, fifty dollars per an
A great Traveller.—The steamboat Port
mischief has accrued to society from indul low,” said mine host, at the same time ta years, 10 ; at the end of 56 years, 6 ; at the end num will be charged to all such advertisers
land, plying between Boston and Maine, has
ging in it ! Could he but have refrained king the vacant seat and laughing in spite of 66 years, 3 ; and at the end of 76 years, 1. as now pay forty.
made 180 trips without accident this season.
from the savory superfluity, and obeyed the of himself at his visiter’s consummate assur
At Baltimore wheat has declined1 in con
remonstrances of nature when she cried, ance. He would not, however, have sub The Vermont Asylum for the Insane, lo
An adjourned session of the Executive
“ hold, enough !”
Sir Gregory Gaster mitted so readily to his cavalier behaviour, cated at Brattleboro,’ will soon be ready for sequence jof tbe expected arrival of about a Council of this State will be held at Augusta
hundred
inuusand
bushels
on
the
way
from
might have been alive to this hour ; but it had not the latter’s air and manner denoted the reception of patients, under the supérinon the 24th inst. [to-day.]
lay so provokingly before him, right under a character far different from those tame, tendance of Dr. Rockwell. The Legislature Europe.
that State have recently voted $2000 for
Pork has declined at Cincinnati from $7 to
his very nose, at. the late Lord Mayor’s in pacific ones to whom honest Nicholas had of
its benefit, in addition to a former appropria
Snow at the South.—The snow fell for sev 85—a further decline to $4 and $4£ is antiauguration feast, that his epicurism was not so long laid down the law. It seemed to I tion of $2000 per year for five years.
eral hours at Edenton, N. C. on the 28th .tilt, cipated.

AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

I cure :and
ieol ,lle

VOL. XXVIII.

wenl ,nt0 excutive session, after which they quarter at the manner said Departments, or
their business, or officer, or any of their offi
cers, or agents of any description whatever,
Twenty-fourth congress...second session.
directly or indirectly, connected with them
HOUSE OB REPRESENTATIVES.
in an,’manner, officially or unofficially, in
SENATE.
MONDAY, DEC. 12dntiespertaining to the public interest, are
Monday, dec. 13.
Mr. Gillett offered a resolution for an in
in- fulfilled, or failed to accomplish the objects of
Mr. Robbins asked and obtained leave to T’iry into the expediency of so altering the their creation, or have violated their duties,
,aw
introduce the unfinished bill of last session, ia
)v,s relative to bounty lands, as to permit or have injured or impaired the public ser
to extend the privilege of the Pension Sys-; soldiers’ bounty lands to be located on any of vice orinterest, and that said committee, in
tern, and the bill was read, and ordered to a *the
1‘" lands
1......* *offered* at private sale
* —agreedJ to. its inquries, may refer to such periods of
j Mr. Childs offered a resolution granting time as to them may seem expedient and
second reading.
j the use of the Hall of Representatives to the proper.
TREASURY ORDER.
Mr. Ewing, of Ohio, asked and obtained i American Colonization Society on Tuesday.
leave to introduce the joint resolution he had ■ Agreed to, 91 to 59.
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 14.
THE DISTRIBUTION LAW.
named on Thursday last. This joint resolu
Fifteen resolutions, adopted in committee
tion consists of two sections—the first res-!1 Mr. Mercer offered a resolution, instruct of the whole, for referring the various sub
cimling the Treasury Order of July 11, 1836, ing the committee of Ways and Means to re jects of the President’s Message to the ap
which orders all payments lobe made in a port a bill amending the 13th section of the propriate committees,'Carne up for considera
certain currency : and the second renders it Distribution Act of the last session, so as to tion. Twdve of rhe resolutions were con
unlawfid for any Secretary to issue such an release the States from any obligation to re curred in. On the 3d, which proposed to re
instruction hereafter. The joint resolution turn the amount which they might receive fer so muck of the message “ as relates to the
under the same.
was read, and ordered to a second reading.
finances and every thing connected there
The resolution was laid on the table.
COINAGE.
” to the c<<nmittee of Ways and Means,
A resolution,instructing the.committee on with,
Mr. Benton offered the following resolu
Mr. Adams nyved an amendment, making a
Agriculture to inquire into the expediency of reservation o' so much “ as relates to the
tion, which lies over for consideration.
Resolved, That the Committee on Finance immediately abolishing the duties on import protective /‘ties and every thing connected
be instructed to inquire into the expediency ed grain, was submitted.
therewith,”md referring such pans to the
of abolishing the present copper coinage of Mr. Adams.moved to amend the resolution committee/0 manufactures. On this motion
the Uni ted States, and of substituting therefor j| so as to embrace salt, coal and iron.
a debate ar*« which occupied most of the
a coinage of mixed metal, composed of cop-1| Mr. Williams, of N. C. moved to add sugar. day’s sessio- Mr. Adams supported his mo
per and silver, and called in the French Mr. Davis mov \ to postpone the considera tion—Mr. Mmbreleng opposed it—Messrs.
mints, billon.
tion of the subject till Mqnday next ; agreed Mann, De/*y» Pickens, Bouldin, Vanderpoel,
Resolved, That the said committee inquire to.
and otherépuke upon it, and it was finally
Mr. McComas offered a joint resolution
into the expediency of directing a gold coin,
¡agreed
to.
of the value of one dollar, to be stamped at proposing an amendment of the Constitution
the mints of the United States.
altering the mode pf electing the President> r
THURSDAY, DEC. 15.
and.Tice President of the United States—/'
ELECTION OF COMMITTEES.
A committee was appointed to investigate
On motion of Mr. Hubbard,, the Senate postponed to Monday two weeky*
Mr. Williams ofKy., offers a resolution the
i causes of the burning of the Post Office,
proceeded to the election of Standing Com
mittees, taking the customary course of bal for an inquiry into the expe’,etrcy °1 extend- with power to send for persons and papers.
loting, in the first instance, for the Chairman. ing the provisions of the fusion act of 1832, The House resinned the report of the com
of the whole,
the reference to com
a less P«n«d mittee
i
[The number of votes generally given was to such soldiers as serve/
of the various portions of the Presi
i
about 38, and the result was usually about 20 than six pionths, durug the revolutionary mittees
’s Message, and on the 15th resolution,
<
to 18, and a blank or two.] Mr. Clay had 14 war, which after sohv conversation, was re- dent
viz : that adopted by the committee on mo
for Chairman of the Committee on Foreign jected.
M r. Hawes offered a resolution for the ap- tion
I
of Mr. Wise, for an inquiry into the con
Relations, and Mr. Webster 15 for Chairman
of the executive departments, a long de
<
of the Committee on Finance. The Chair poiutrnent of a seleA committee of nine to duct
arose, in which Mr. Pearce, Mr. Peyton,
I
men only were elected, qnd the further elec inquire into the condition and management bate
tion of the Committees was postponed, Until of the Military Academy at West Point, with Mr. Glascock, Mr. Ripley, Mr. Mann, and
power to semi fur persons and papers—which Mr. Underwood took part. Mr. Pearce mo
to-morrow.
ved an amendment, referring the portion of
was agreed to.
message in question to a select commit
Mr. French offered a resolution proposing the
i
TUESDAY, DEC. 13.
with instructions to “ inquire into any
I
Asbury Dickens was sworn, and entered an inquiry into the expediency of establishing tee,
an armory on ,the western waters—agreed to. ispecific causes of complaint which may be
on the duties of Secretary of the Senate.
against the integrity of the adminis
The appointment of the following commit- alleged
i
Mr. Grundy, pursuant to notice, asked and
Itration of any of the departments or their bu
obtained leave to introduce a bill supplemen tees was "announced :
tary to the act to amend the Judicial System, On Commerce—Messrs. Sutherland, Pinck- 1reaux, or the vigilance and fidelity with
which was read and ordered to a second ney, Pearce, of R. I., Gillett, Phillips, Johnson ¡which their dunes have been discharged,”
( W1,h Pow‘'r to
persons and papers.
reading. [This bill adds two Associate Judg of La., Ingham, Cushman. McKeon.
Public Lands—Messrs. Boon, Williams of: Before lhe dehate was concluded the House
es to the Supreme Court, and makes a new
arrangement of the circuits—Maryland and N. C,, Lincoln, Casey, Kennon, Dunlap, adjourned.
Delaware are constituted the fourth district.] Chapman, Harrison of Mo., Yell.
FRIDAY, DEC. 16.
Post Office and Post Roads—Messrs. Con
ELECTION OF COMMITTEES.
The House confined themselves to the dis
nor,
Briggs, Laporte, Hall of Vt., Cleveland,
The Senate proceeded to the unfinished French, Shields, Hopkins, Kilgore.
cussion, in committee of the whole, of pri
business, being the election of standing com
vate bills. The House adj. to Monday.
District
of
Columbia
—
Wm.
A.
Shepard,
mittees.
Heister,
Bouldin,
Washington,
Lane,
Rogers,
Foreign Relations.—Messrs. Buchanan, Fairfield, Moore, Claiborne.
From Spain.—The Courier has Malaga pa
Tallmadge, King of Georgia, Clay and Rives.
pers of the 28ih of October. They state that
Public
Expenditures
—
Messrs.
Page,
Clark,
Finance.—Messrs. Wright, Webster, Cuth McLane.
the session of the Cortes w'as commenced on
bert, Nicholas, Benton.
Judiciary—Messrs. Thomas, Hardin, the 24th at Madrid. On the 19th Sanz, one
Commerce.—Messrs. King of Alabama, Pierce of N. H., Robertson, Peyton, Tousey, of the Garlist guerillas, attacked the town of
Davis, Linn, Brown, Ruggles.
Oviedo, and though valiantly opposed, suc
Martin, Vanderpoel, Ripley.
Manufactures.—Messrs. Niles, Morris,
ceeded in entering and retaining possession
Revolutionary
Claims
—
Messrs.
MuhlenBlack, Hubbard, Preston.
burg, Crane, Standifer, Turrill, Beaumont, of it for seven hours, the fight being contin
Agriculture.—Messrs. Page, Morris, Kent, Craig, Chapin, Underwood, Weeks, Mason ued tfie whole time in the streets. They re
M’Kean, Clay.
of Me., Leonard, Haley, White, Pierson, tired at night, hut were expected to return
Military Affairs.—Messrs. Benton, Preston, Chet wood.
the next day. Loss heavy on both sides.
Tipton, Wall, Ewing of Illinois.
Private Land Claims—Messrs. Linn, Gal
Militia.—Messrs. Wall, Hendricks, Swift, braith, Patterson, Chambers of Pa., May,
From Chili.—The port of Valparaiso is de
Ewing of III., Moore,
clared open by the Government from the
Huntsman, Lawler, Slade, Garland of La.
Naval Affairs.—Messrs. Rives, Southard,
Manufactures—J. Q. Adams, Denny, Mc- 20th of August to vessels of all nations, all
Tallmadge, Cuthbert, Nicholas.
Webster, Gideon Lee, Granger, By internal disturbances having been quelled.
Public Lands.—Messrs. Walker, Ewing of Comus,
The attempted insurrection in Chili hag
num, Fowler, Whittlesey of Ct.
Ohio, King of Ala. Ruggles, Fulton,
Elections—Claiborne of Va., Griffin, Haw been completely put down, by the capture of
Private Land Claims.—Messrs. Linn, Por kins,
Burns, Kilgore, Buchanan, Maury, the brig of war Orbegoso, and the schooner
ter, Bayard, Preston, Sevier.
Boyd, Young.
Eliza, of which the insurgents had possessed
Indian Affairs.—Messrs. White, Swift,
Ways and Means—Carnbreleng, McKim, themselves at the port of San Carlos. Doh
Tipton, Linn, Sevier.
Corwin, Johnson of Tenn., Smith, Ramon Freire, Don Juan William^, and the
Claims.—Messrs. Hubbard, Tipton, Pren Loyall,
other leaders in the insurrection, were taken
Lawrence, Ingersoll, Owens.
tiss, Crittenden, Ewing of III.
Claims—Whittlesey of Ohio, Forrester, on board the Orbegoso.—A*. F. Express.
Revolutionary Claims,—Messrs. Brown,
Grinnell, Jarvis, Taliaferro, Chambers of Ky.,
White, Hubbard, Crittenden, Niles.
From Cuba.—By the Sarah Williams,
Judiciary.—Messrs. Grundy, Crittenden, Darlington, Graham, Russell.
On Agriculture—Bockee, Bean, Shinn, which arrived at Holmes’ Hole from Trini
Morris, King of Ga., Wall.
Deberry, Bailey, Logan, Phelps, Effner, dad, 22du It. we learn that information had
The Senate then adjourned.
Black.
been received from St. Jago de Cuba, that
On Indian Affairs—Bell, McCarty, Ever the Governor of that place had annulled his
ett,
Ashley,
Chaney,
Haynes,
Hawesj
Mont

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 14.
Proclamation declaring the Constitution of
1812, in conformity with the requisition of
Mr. Calhoun appeared and took his seat. gomery, Garland of Va.
On Military Affairs—Johnson of Ky., the Captain General of the Island, or was aA number of petitions were presented and
referred The rest of the committees were Ward, Thompson of Ohio, Bunch, McKay, bout to do so ; and that tranquility was res
tored there. The information was forwarded
balloted for and chosen. The joint resolu Anthony, Mann of N. Y., Coles, Glascock.
tion offered by Mr. Ewing for rescinding the On the Militia—Glascock, Henderson, W. R. by the commander of a Spanish man of war
Fuller,
Wagner,
Calhoun
of
Mass.,
Joshua
at St. Jago, through a merchant vessel, as
Treasury order requiring specie payments
she was leaving that port for Trinidad. The
for land purchases, was taken up, and Mr. Lee of N. Y., Carter, Holt, Graves.
On Naval Affairs—Jarvis, Milligan, Lan last named place f so remained quiet.
Ewing addressed the Senate at length in sup
Boston Pat.
port of it. Mr. Benton expressed his inten sing, Reed, Parker, Grayson, Wise, Ash,
tion to reply at length, but wished further Grantland.
Ou Foreign Affairs—Howard, Cramer, Ha
time to obtain official documents. Mr. Web
From Texas.—Don Lorenzo de Zavala, al
ster expressed that an early day might be as mer, Allan of Ky., Banks, Read, Cushing, most the only Mexican who has joined the
Jackson
of
Ga.,
Dromgoole,
Rencher.
signed for the discussion, and proposed Mon
Texian ranks, is dead. He “ went to ramble
On the Territories—Patton, Potts, Brown, among the immortals,” as the Chinese say,
day, which was agreed to.—The Committees
Pickens, Pearce ofMd., Hall of Maine, John on the 22d ultimo, leaving a wife and four
appointed were as follows :—
Committee on the Post Office and Post son of Va., Boyd, Miller.
children. He was the first vice president of
On Revolutionary Pensions—Ward well, the aspiring new republic.
Roads—Messrs. Robinson, Knight, Grundy,
Lee
ofTenn
,
Lay,
James,
Storer,
Morgan,
Brown, Niles.
The Mexican commissioners who came to
Committee on Roads and Canals—Messrs. Klingensmith, Bond, Fry ofTenn.
treat for the release of Santa Anna, on the
On Invalid Pensions—Beale, Schenck, part, not of the government, but of his politi
Hendricks, McKean, Robinson, Nicholas,
Taylor, Harrison of Pa., Doubleday, Hoar, cal friends and partizans, having failed in their
Page.
Committee on Pensions—Messrs. Tomlin Howell, Jenifer,.Williams of Ky,
mission, have gone to New Orleans. Their
On Roads and Canals—Mercer, Vinton, great object was to effect a change of govern
son, Prentiss, Hubbard, Morris, Sevier.
Lucas,
Reynolds
of
III.,
Steele,
Calhoun
of
Committee on the District of Columbia—
ment in Mexico, by the aid of the Texians,
Messrs. Kent, King of Ala., King of Geor Ky., Evans, McKennon, Hard.
Santa Anna being kept in durance as a host
On Révisai and Unfinished Business— age, until that end should be accomplished.
gia. Buchanan, Nicholas.
Committee on Engrossed Bills—Messrs. Huntington, Mann of Pa., Mason of Ohio, Houston has defeated their project by insist
Harlan, Farlin.
Morris, Page, Fulton.
ing upon the immediate release of Santa An
Committee on Accounts—Lee of N. J., na, in opposition to his cabinet, and a majori
Joint Committee on the Library—Messrs.
Robbins, Preston, Wall.
Hall of Me., Johnson of Va., Turner, McKen ty of t he Senate and House.
non.
It was reported at New Orleans, on the 3d
[The gentleman first named on each com
The Committee on Expenditures and on inst., that a body of Mexican cavalry had ad
mittee is Chairman.]
the Public Departments, are the same as last vanced to, and taken possession of, the Ala
year.
mo of Bexar.—N. Y. Com. Adv.
THURSDAY, DEC. 15.
The Texian Congress adjourned on the
Richard E. Parker, Senator elect from Vir
TUESDAY, DEC. 13.
1st December to the 1st of April.
ginia, and Robert Strange, Senator elect from
On motion of Mr. Loyall, the House re Salaries of Officers of the Texian Cabinet—
North Carolina, appeared, were qnalified, solved itself into a committee of the whole
Fixed by Congress.
and took their seats. Mr. Webster presented on the state of the Union, (Mr. J. Q. Adams
Sam’l Houston, President,
$10,000
two petitions from Boston, praying for a re in the chair.)
M. B. Lamar, Vice President,
3,500
duction of the duty on coal, which, after
On motion of Mr. Loyall, the several por S. F. Austin, Secretary of State,
3,500
some remarks by him, were referred to the
3,500
committee on manufactures. He presented tions of the message were, as usual, referred T. J. Rusk, Secretary of War,
R. L. Fisher, Secretary of Navy,
3.500
also a memorial of John R. Parker praying to appropriate standing committees.
Mr. Wise offered the following resolution : Thos. Collingsworth, Att’y Gen.
3.500
for *tfee patronage of the government for his
J no. R. Jones, Pay Master General, no fix
Telegraph. Mr. Davis presented several pe
Resolved, That so much of the President’s
titions, one of which was from R. D. Tucker message as relates to the condition of the Ex ed Salary.
and others, importing merchants of Boston, ecutive Departments, the ability and integrity
praying for a restoration of the system of j with which they have been conducted, the
Mysterious.—Capt. Davids of the brig Su
credits in the collection of duties, and a mod-1 vigilant and faithful discharge of the public san Barnns, from Liverpool for New Orleans,
ification of the laws relating to debenture. It! business in all of them, and the causes of picked up at sea, the body of a man with an
was referred to the committee on Finance.; complaint from any quarter, and the manner india rubber life preserver around him. In
Many other petitions were presented and re in which they have fulfilled the objects of his pocket were several bills of exchange on
ferred. A resolution was adopted for the ap their creation, be referred to a select commit I. & S. Joseph, of this city, and 92 sover
pointment of a committee of inquiry respect tee, to consist of nine members, with power eigns, besides a splendid gold watch. From
ing the burning of the Patent Office and Post to send for persons and papers, and with in other papers found on him, his name is sup
Office. Mr. Clay gave notice that he should structions to inquire into the conditions of the posed to be Solomon Reynolds, of Manches
on Monday ask leave to introduce a bill to various Executive Departments, the ability ter, England.—JV. Y. News.
appropriate fora limited time the proceeds of: and integrity with which they have been con
the sales of pu hlie lands, and granting lands I ducted, into the manner in which the public
A bridge four thousand feet long is now
to certain States. Eleven bills were read a business has been diischargeil jn all pf them> erecting oyer the Susquehanna river at Har
second time and referred. The Senate then and into all causes of cppiplqint from any risburg, by the Cumberland Rail Road Co.
t

UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE. adj. to Monday

The Florida War.—The Washington Globe
publishes an official despatch from Gov. Call,
dated at the Head Quarters of the Army at
General Post Office and Patent Office burnt. Volusia, Nov. 27, giving a narrative of the
—Yesterday’s mail brought the news of the operations of his army from Nov. 10th to
destruction of the Washington City and Gen that date. This narrative is substantially the
eral Post Office, and also the Patent Office, same with that which we published from the
by fire, on Thursday morning. The follow Charleston Courier in last Saturday’s paper.
ing particulars of this disaster are from the
On the 21st, after leaving a sufficient guard
National Intelligencer.
over the baggage train and wounded, the ar
It is with no ordinary regret that we per my marched in three columns into the
form the duty of announcing the destruction, swamp. On reaching the scene of conflict
by Fire, of the building in the central part of of the 18th, the enemy showed themselves
this city, which has for many years been oc ready to renew the fight. The Tennessee
cupied by the General Post Office, the Patent ans and regulars formed on the right and
Office, and the City Post Office, with an im centre, and advanced steadily towards the
portant part of the contents of those buildings, hammock in line of battle, and were met by
including the entire contents of the two latter. a general fire from the enemy on their whole
This calamity, great as it is, has long been front. Wihout pausing, and without firing a
feared by those old residents of Washington gun, they marched into the hammock, and
who knew the combustible nature of the poured a destructive fire on the enemy. The
building, (the floors being all of wood, and charge was irresistable ; the enemy fled and
some of them not even counter-sealed,) and scattered.
the custom of stowing fuel, not only coal but
A small body ofCreek Indians on the left,
wood, in the vaults underneath the first floor. led by Lt. Col. Brown, followed closely up
The calamity has come at last, and affords on the enemy and found them strongly post
the second demonstration, within four years, ed in a cypress swamp, with a deep creek in
of the utter absurdity and improvidence of front, and flanked by two deep boggy ponds ;
the structures to which the public archives, there they were briskly charged upon by the
records, and Government accounts have been Creeks, and the gallant Major Morice, in at
hitherto for the most part confided.
tempting to cross the creek, fell dead *n the
The first alarm of fire wa- j.iven by Mr. stream, and its waters closed over him.
Crown, a Messenger, who usually sleeps in Some others of the Indians fell at the same
the room connected with the City Post Office time, and it was soon discovered that the
(the Postmaster’s own room.) The Clerks party was too small even to defend their own
had been at work, assorting the Mails, until ground against the enemy without a desper
half-past two o’clock, when one of the per ate struggle. Two companies of Florida
sons belonging to the office (Mr. Lansdale) militia, under command of Capt. Groves and
passed out of the East door, and along the 1 Lt. Myrick, followed by some companies of
whole front of the building, without diseov- j artillery, under Major Gardiner, Captains
ering any thing to give rise to a suspicion ofj Tompkins, Porter, and Lt. Lee, and by Col.
danger.
Waire, with his mounted men corning suc
The hour of the night when all this took ’ cessively into action, enabled our men to sus
place being one at which the whole world tain the unequal conflict.
is buried in the deepest sleep, it was found
A desperate struggle ensued, sustained
almost impossible to spread the alarm of fire. with great animation on both sides, when the
From the moment of the flames bursting superiority of our fire was soon exhibited ;
out from the lower windows, it was obvious, the arrival of Col. Pierce with the reserve of
that all hope of saving the building was in his battalion, and of Col. Trousdale with the
vain. In little more than an hour the whole Tennesseeans, rendered their superiority still
interior of the building and its contents were more apparent, and almost silenced the fire
destroyed.
of the enemy, yet the passage was not gain
The books of the General Port Office were ed ; for all previous attempts to turn or pass
all, or nearly all, saved, exertions having' it hud failed, and its practicability was unas
been made for their safety from nearly the certained.
_______ The
_______
________
officer in command
of the_
first moment of the alarm ; but a mass of pa- (t’roops engaged,I. decided
decided that
that "the
attempt
the attempt
pers, &c. belonging to the Office were de- ! should not be made at so late an hour of the
stroyed. Not any thing was saved from the day, with an entire ignorance of the country
Patent Office or the City Post Office, the | behind, and they accordingly withdrew their
volume of the smoke preventing any body : mon nher CHrry mg offt|ie <|ead and woundIrom penetrating the latter, so as to save any j e(L They retired without molestation from
.
„
. . .
... - the enemy, and were then ordered by the
As to the origin of the fire, it is impossible commanding General to form in the adjointo say any thing, for nothing seems to be ;
field.
known of it, except that it was in a cellar or ; jn this last affair, our loss was consideravault, in which pine wood and coal were > ble, compared with any previous fight ; be
stowed, all which were probably in a state of!sides lhe heroic Morjce, two of the Creek Inignition before the fire disclosed itself to the . djans were kd|edt Captain Rose, of the Maeye. We the more willingly forbear any con- rjIieS| commanding a company in the same
jecture as to the cause of the fire, since both ! regiment, was severely wounded in the thigh.
Houses of Congress have taken steps, through 1 Five of lhe regu|ars were killed, and seven
committees, to investigate it, and in one. ofthem wounded> including Captain MaitHouse with power to send for persons and |and. The Tennesseeans sustained a loss of
papers.
one killed, and eight wounded.
Most fortunately,
the night was
calm
and/*' The
loss vz«
of ».saw
the enemy was U0W
ascertained
to
#
fi
•
■*
• i Ul MAX, < A
comparatively serene, or the destruction of be ten left dead on the field from which they
private property would have been inevitable^ were rout'ed ffifiya’t*^
and great.
"the conflict.
Of all the amount of loss of papers and
The army having now exhausted the last
properly sustained by this disaster, that which r daV| that couid be 8
d jn
of the
is most to be regretted (because irreparable)! enemy, without
• •
•insuring
•
actual starvation,
is that of lhe whole of the great repository of was compelled to return to the camp, which
models of machines in the Patent Office. The it reached about 10 at night; it thence march
mouldering ashes now only remain of that ed the next day for Volusia, where supplies
collected evidence of lhe penetration, inge had been previously ordered, and which it
nuity, and enterprise which peculiarly distin reached on the morning of the fifth day.
guish the descendants of Europe in the West
We learn that the army is now at Volusia,
ern World.
receiving ample supplies of provisions, and
that fresh horses are being transported to that
The City Post Office.—We have mentioned point, to enable it speedily to enter upon ain the preceding article the destruction of all nother expedition.
the contents of the City Post Office. All
the mails of the night and morning (including
The disputed Territory in Maine.—The
letters received by other mails for distribu
tion by those mails,) except the Warrenton, Quebec Gazette contains the following state
(Va.) and Port Tobacco (Md.) mails, bad ment, which is of considerable interest. If
been sent off before the fire occurred.
All we are about to lose the tract of country in
the mails received the preceding evening and question, it may seem to mitigate a feeling of
in the night for delivery at this place, were mortification at the course which the negoti
destroyed, including of course, all the letters ation has taken, to learn that it is of little
for members of Congress, different Officers value.—Boston Pat.
of the Government (and Editors.) The
The disputed Territory.—We have convers
transmission of mails from this place will not, ed with persons whom we know to be accu
we understand, be for a moment interrupted rate and impartial observers, who were em
by this catastrophe.
ployed on the survey for the Quebec and St.
Andrews Rail Road. They proceeded from
Mr. Poindexter.—The Natchez Christian the head waters of the Etchernin, crossing
Advocate of the IOth ult. says—“ Early on the St. John’s, and in nearly a straight line
Tuesday he became composed enough to south of the river as far as Mars Hill. Their
give directions in regard to the provisions of report is very unfavorable as to the quality of
his will, making his wife, who is now in Lex the land and the growth of timber. There
ington, Kentucky, his sole legatee. His is no good land or limber after leaving the
property is worth probably more than two waters of the Etchernin, till near Mars Hill,
the soil being generally thin and very stony,
hundred thousand dollars.
and the growth small black timber, as far as
The Spy in Washington writes that Col. the eye could reach from the greatest elevaJohnson, if not chosen Vice President by the ions. Generally the valley explored is favorElectqrs, will be elected by the Senate on the ble for a rail-road.
first ballot. The discipline of party will com
pel many Senators to support the great amal
Spontaneous Combustion.—The Hampden
gamator, though it will be done with great
(Mass.)
Whig relates, that a quantity of hay,
disgust and loathing.
which had been put into a barn in the town
of Otis, about the beginning of August, spon
A brig arrived at New York from Trieste, taneously took fire and consumed by a slow
on Tuesday, with 1000 bushels wheat and combustion, which probably went on for
6000 do. rye. A Bremen brig arrived al Bal months. Mr. Root, the owner of the barn,
timore oa Monday, loaded with wheat.
had observed, from day to day, that his mow,
where he had placed a quantity of green hay,
The papers say that President Jackson has well sprinkled with salt, was gradually sink
a strong presentiment that he shall die on the ing in the centre. Last week, he climbed it,
8th of January.
and threw off a little hay from the top, when
on a sudden, n stream of flame, smoke and
In Philadelphia the people have resolved cinders burst upon him,that well nigh suffo
in public meeting that they will stand out— cated him ; at the same time his feet gave
that they will not use butter at the enormous way and he found himself engulphed to his
ly high prices lately demanded—and the con shoulders in smoke and embers, from which
sequence is, that at the last dates the holders situation he fortunately very soon extricated
bad to carry their butter home—they could himself, rather singed, and gave the alarm of
fire ; his neighbors, by timely exertion, extin
not get 25 cents.
guished the fire and saved his barn.
The Legislature of Vermont have appro
priated $3000 for the survey of the proposed
Suicide.—Capt. Peter Waitt of this town
rail road through Connecticut valley to Can committed suicide, on Sunday afternoon last,
ada, on condition the citizens make up the by hanging himself with a small rope to a
residue required, which will undoubtedly be beam in his barn. He has been for some
done.
time past very low spirited, and his family
were apprehensive that he was determined
Rathbun Allen.—The Court of Common on self destruction ; they watched his move
Pleas and general sessions commenced yes ments, but be at length succeeded in eluding
terday in this city. We learn that Rathbun their vigilance and prosecuting his purpose.
Allen, who stands indicted together with the He was about 50 years of age and of respect
two Rathbuns for forgery, but who had been able character and connexion. A Jury of
admitted to bail, gave himself up, and moved, inquest was held on the body the same eve
through his counsel, that his bail be released ning and a verdict returned as above.
from their bonds. The motion prevailed,
Gardiner Intelligencer.
and he was recommitted to prison.
Buffalo Star.
J. G. Whittier has retired from the edito
rial chair of the Essex Gazette. His associ
The President’s health was improving at ate, Dr. Spofford will continue the manage“
|ffie last dates from Washington.
meni of the paper.—Portlander.
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has been constantly thronged ! Indiana Senator.—Mr. Smith (whig) has YORK COUNTY TEMPERANCE SO
with vampires, and from them issued the been elected U. S. Senator, hy the Legisla
CIETY.
PROBATE NOTICES
___ _ Message which was ascribed to lhe Presi- ture of Indiana, for the full term of six years
The York County Temperance Society
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1836» dentt
was because the document came to
»¿It
a
Court
of Probate held at North Berwick^
will hold its annual meeting, at Rev. Mr.
from 4th of March next, in place of Mr. Hen Fiske’s meeting house in Alfred, on the first
within and for the County of York, on the
Congress.—The diary of congressional us reeking with the fumes of the Kitchen
Cabinet, that it is what it is.
dricks (V. B.) whose term of service tuen ex Tuesday in January next, nt ten o’clock A. first Monday in December, in the year of our
proceedings, in another part of this day’s pa
It is the very worst, as well as the last Mes pires.
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the
M. for the choice of officers, &c. A general
per, will be found to possess considerable in sage of Andrew Jackson. Its vanity and eHon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
attendance is desired.
said Court i
terest. Several resolutions have already been gotism ; its sophistical nonsense : its evident
C. R. HUBBARD, Secretary.
fiy^Mr. Preston, U. S. Senator from South
Dec. 24, 1836^_____________
IRAM H. HOBBS, Guardian of Olive
introduced, in both houses, which will give duplicity towards a foreign poy^pr ; its glar Carolina, James Buchanan, U. S. Senator
ing falsehoods as to trade, currency, and
C., Sophia C. and Helen M. Wallingrise to long and animated debates. In the Banks : its attack on a thrice slain Bank, and from Pennsylvania, and L. F. Linn, ü. S.
Temperance Meeting.
Jofd, minors and children of George W, Wal
Senate, it will be seen, Mr. Ewing has pre false and fulsome commendation of forty bad Senator from Missouri, have been re-elected,
The annual meeting of the “ Kennebunk lingford, late ot Kennebunk, in said conmy,
sented a resolution to annul the Treasury banks ;its pitiful apologies for the disgrace of by the Legislatures of their respective States, Temperance Society'' will be held at the ves esquire, deceased, having presented his first
Specie order. This wtll probably occasion our arms by Oseola ; its bold demand for an for the term of six years from the 4th of try of the second parish, on Sunday evening, account of guardianship ot his said wards for
December 25, (Christmas.) Addresses may allowance :
increased standing army ; its Jesuitical rec
a spirited debate. It was expected that Mr. i ommendation
be expected from several gentlemen.
of an alteration in the Consti March next.
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
Webster would address the Senate in defence tution, never intended to be made ; its impu
D. REMICH, Secretary. .notice to all persons interested, by causing
F
ranklin
P
ierce
has
been
elected
U.
S.
Kennebunk, Dec. 17, 1836.
a copy of this order to be published three
of the resolution on Monday last. In the dent boast of the integrity of his appointed
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
House, Mr. Wise has introduced a resolution, \ successor ; its rankling venom of ¡party spir- Senator from New Hampshire, by the Legis
i it ; its grovelling sentiments ; its total want of
zette, printed in Kennebunk in said county,
HYMENEAL,
proposing an examination into the conduct}I pathos, feeling, dignity, or eloquence ;—all lature of that State, for 6 years from the 4th
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
M ARRIED—In this town, 15th inst, by Rev, be held at S’outh Berwick in said county, on
of certain public officers, &c. It is not im-}; these characterized its true origin and au of March next, when Mr. Page’s term of ser
vice will expire. Mr. P. received 160 of 212 Mr. Robertson of Wells, Mr. Richard Abbott, the first Monday in February next, at ten of
probable that his object will be defeated, by thorship.
votes
in the House—Mr. Page had only 38. of Portland, to Miss Rachel Ann Moulton, of the clock in the forenoon and shew cause,
I
come
now,
sir,
said
Mr,
Wise,
to
the
im
the adoption of the substitute ottered by Mr.
York.
mediate object of the resolution, He then In the Senate, Mr. Pierce received 11 of the
In Portsmouth, Mr. Paul Jenkins, of Kittery, if any they have, why the same should not
Pearce,—the Van Buren men fearing the re stated that there were many complaints abe allowed.
to Miss Charlotte Burt, of P.
12 votes thrown.
sults of an examination like that required by gainst sundry officers of the government, and
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
In South Berwick, Mr John Meserve, to Miss
A true copy—Attest,
the former. Mr. Wise addressed the House the House, as the grand inquest of the na
(J/*The Concord Rail Road Company Nancy Bryant of Meredith.
Wm. Cvtter Allen, Resister.
In Hollis, 13th inst. Mr. Brice B. Bradbury, to
for about an hour, on presenting his resolu tion, was. bound to investigate them. He have petitioned the Legislature of New
Dec. 24.
Miss Martha B. Hodsdon, both of H.
therefore had offered the resolution.
tion ;—a synopsis of his remarks may be
In Bath, Nathaniel Gilman, Esq. of N. York,
Hampshire for a loan of a sum not exceeding
At a Court of Probate held at North Berwick^
Gov. McDuffie’s Message.—Gov. Mc- $250,000, from the quota of New Hampshire to Miss Joanna Boyd of South Berwick.
found below.
within andfor the County of York, on the
The composition of the committees in the Duffie^’in his messiwe to the Legislature of of the Surplus Revenue, on a pledge of the
OBITUARY
first Monday in December, in the year of our
Senate willexcite the‘special wonder’of can South Carolina, at the commencement of its stock of said Corporation ($500,000) as secu
Lord eighteen hundred and thirtu-six, by the
DIED—In this town, Clarissa, daughter of
did men of all parties. The Chairman of ev present Session, takes strong ground against rity.
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Mr Jonathan Kimball, aged about 4 years.
Court :
ery Committee, except the unimportant ones the admission of $exas into the Union,- and I
In Sanford, 16th inst. Dea. David Dav, aged
BENEZER STORER, guardian of Ab*
on Pensions, the District of Columbia and the condemns the interference ot our citizens or
American Coloniz
on Society.—The 65 „years.
igail Littlefield, a minor and child of
In Biddeford,9th inst. Mr. Abr^er Staples, aof this Society wps ged 42years
Library, are administration men, and only one government in behalf of the newly-ffedged twentieth annual mee
Nathaniel Littlefield, late of Wells, in said
In Eliot, on Monday, 12th inst. suddenly, Mr. county, deceased, having presented his sec
opposition Senator is put on each committee, republic. The following extracts will be held in the Hall of the lonse of Representa
Dixon, aged 30, eldest son of Mr. Samuel ond account of guardianship of his said ward
tives, in Washington, on\he 13lh inst. Hen Janies
excepting those just named. In the House, read with interest
Dixon.
for allowance :
the Committees do not differ much, so far as “ Entertaining these opinions, I have looked ry Clay, senior Vice I resident, presided.
In Limerick, 15th inst. Mrs. Mary Swasey,
ORDERED—That the said guardian give /
A
large
number
of
persons
attended,
notwith

relict of William Swasey, M. D. late of Limer notice to all persons interested, by caus
relates to their political character, from last with deep concern, not unmingled with^reick,
in
the
sixty
third
year
of
her
age.
year—generally they consist of six adminis gret, upon the occurrences which have t^en standing the weather was very unpleasant.
In Portland, 17th inst. John Mann, only son of ing a copy of this order to be published
place during the present year, in various The annual report of the Board of Managers
tration and three opposition members.
Mr. Charles Baker, aged 5 yealrs arid 5 months. three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
parts of the United States, relative to the civ
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said
“ Mr. Wise commenced his remarks in sup il war which is still in progress, between the was read by Mr. Gurley, the Secretary. It
county, that they ipay appear at a Probate
port of the above motion, by an allusion to Republic of xMexico, and one of her revolted presents a most encouraging view of the
SHIP NEWS.
Court to be held at Alfred, in said county,
the fact that this was the last annual message Provinces.
progress and the prospects of the Society.
on the first Monday in January next, at ten of
KENNEBUNK, DEC. 24,1836.
of Andrew Jackson, whose character and
It is true, that no country is responsible for
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
course ot life, from his earliest youth, he pro the sympathies of its citizens ; but I am nev Interesting addresses were delivered by sev
ARRIVED.
any they have, why the same should not be
eral
gentlemen.
ceeded to trace, in tertns of glowing com ertheless utterly at a loss to perceive what ti
Dec 13—Sch. Grape, Ward, Boston ;
allowed.
mendation, up to the time of his accession to tle either of the parties to this controversy
19— schs Moro, Emery, do.;
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Commerce of Philadelphia.—-The du
the Presidency. He noticed the principles can have to the sympathies of the American
Independence, Gooch, do ;
A true copy—Attest,
upon which Gen. Jacksoil came into office ; people. If it be alledged that the insurgents ties receved at the Custom House in Phila 20— sch. Alpha, Rankin, do. ;
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
22—sch. Mary & Harriet, Oaks, Saco.
an advocate of retrenchment and economy, ot Texas are emigrants from the United delphia, during the four quarters of 1835, aDecember 10.
SAILED.
«nd a scourge to office holders, in conse States, it is obvious to reply, that by their
Dec. 22—Brig Cadmus, Walker, Porto Rico ; At a Court of Probate held at North Berwick,
quence of which he was borne along upon the voluntary expatriation—under whatever cir mounted to $2,501,621 43, and during the
Sch. Nile, Ward, Boston.
within and for the County of York, on the first
flood tide of popularity. He professed the cumstances of adventure, of speculation, of three first quarters of 1836 to $2,636,857 50—
most pure and stoieal democracy, and was honor or of infamy, they have forfeited all showing an increase of $135,216 13 in favor
Monday in December, in the year of our
PORT OF WELLS—arrived.
Dec. 20—Schs Wave, Eaton, Boston ;
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty six, by the
buoyed up by the affections of the people. claim to our paternal regard. If it be even of the three quarters of 1836 over the whole
Mary, Pope, do ;
But he found that he had enemies to punish i true that they have left a land of freedom for
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Liberty, Peabody, do ;
Court :
and friends to reward. He was beset with } a land of despotism, they have done it with of last year. The reduction of duties upon
Despatch, Rankin, do. ;
UTH BRAGDON, Executrix of the last
servile tools, who inculcated upon him the } their eyes open and deserve their destiny. articles imported this year has been between
Eagle. Bragdon, Kennebunk ;
will of James Bragdon, late of York,
maxim, that “ to" the victors belong the1 There is too much reason to believe that ma 50 and $75,000.
Sloop
Boston
Packet,
Wheelwright,
Boston.
in said county, yeoman, deceased, having
spoils.” The proscriptive policy was estab- | ny of them have gone as mere adventurers,
memoranda.
lished, and fully carried out, and the people,1 speculating upon the chances of establishing
Saco, Dec. 14—Ar. sch. Henry, Morrill, New presented her second account of administra
Mr. Clayton of Delaware (whig) has re
it was contended,,supported and approved it. an independent government in Texas, and of
York
—Sid. Dec 19, brig Franklin, Baxter, Mo tion of the estate of said deceased for al
lowance :
Mr. Wise then passed‘rto Gen. Jackson’s seizing that immense and fertile domain by signed his seat in the U. S. Senate in conse bile.
ORDERED—That the said executrix give
course in regard to the Senate—the destine-1 the title of the sword. But be this as it may, quence of ill health. The Legislature of Del
Cid at Boston, 16th, brig Caroline, Pratt, New notice to all persons interested, by causing a
tion of the independence of Congress, by I when they became citizens of Mexico, they i aware meets on the first Tuesday in January, Orleans.
copy of this order to be published three
base bribes to its members, administered ' became subject to the constitution and laws when the vacancy will be filled.
Ar at Pernambuco, 31st Oct. brig Lima, Lord, weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
through executive appointments to office, and of t|iat country ; and whatever changes the
hence, and sailed öth Nov. for Bahia.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
the extravagance and wastefulness of .¿|ie Mexican people may have since made in that
Virginia Senator.—The Legislature of At Havana, 4th inst. barque Bohemia, Ant that they may appear at a Probate Court to
public expenditures. He followed the Presi Constitution and these laws, they are matters
werp, unc.; brig Perseverance, uno.
be held at South Berwick, in said county, on
dent, also, through the various leading ¡pleas with which foreign States can have no con Virginia has elected Richard E. Parker as
the
first Monday in February next, at ten of
ures of his administration to his final transfec cern, and of which they have no right to U. S. Senator from that State, in place of Mr.
York, Dec. 20, 1836.
of the empire
to the successor ot his
choice Anne
r
.
take cognizance. xI trust,
n u&i, therefore,
inci ciurt;, liicll
that me
the Leigh, resigned.
Yesterday morning the wreck of a vessel was the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
remarking upon the strong and decided sup State of South Carolina will give no counteespied in the offing about a mite and a half South any they have, why the same should not be
port which in every measure, he claimed t< nahC6i direct or jndirecti open or concealed,
East of York Ledge, five miles from this harbor. allowed.
Ship building in the U. S.—Nine hun- Capt. Donnell, of sch. Go-on, mustered a crew
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
have received from the people. He deniedi to any acta which may compromit the neuA true copy—Attest,
however, that the people, constant and conn-1 trality of the United States, or bring to ques- dred and fifty-seven vessels, measuring 118,- and proceeded to the wreck. On boarding her
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ding as they had been, had sanctioned party tjon their plighted faith. Justice—stern and ¡330 tons, were built in the United States du- they found the dead bodies of two men and a
December 10.
proscriptions, the corruption of Congress, the unbending justice—in our intercourse with ring the year ending on the 31st Dec. 1834— boy lashed to the taffrail and larboard quarter,
the only part of the vessel which was out of wa
destruction of the checks and balances of the ot|ier States, would be paramount to all the
98 were ships ; 94 brigs ; 497 schoon- ler. The four first letters of her name were At a Court of Probate held at North Berwick,
constitution, public extravagance, executive considerations of mere expediency, even ¡fit of these
within andfor the County of York, on lhe first
which were
were an
all that
could be distinguishlon ,
- oo
,
mvxv- „ LEAN,, which
mat couiu
dictation, and the assumption by the Presi- were possible that these could be separated, ers ; 180 sloops and 88 steamboats. » 174 of L^pn aceOunt of the
Monday in December, in the year of our Lord
’ motion of thes sea.
dent of royal prerogatives. If they had, they | Bui tfoey cannot.—Justice is the highest ex- them, measuring 28,505 tons,, were built in .qShe is a low decked top-sail schooner, about
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon.
were solemnly warned never again to give pedieney, and I am sure South Carolina is Maine, viz, 32 ships, 44 brigs, 95 schooners • Iqttjtons, eastern built—has two stars printed on
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
stern, white streak, spars mostly painted
their confidence to such an extent to any
|ast State in the Uuion that would knowOSHUA E. TREADWELL, administra
and
5
sloops.
green, new flying jib-boom primed with while,
Piesident. To a people thus generous and ¡ugly violate this sacred canon of political
tor of the estate of David Smith, late of
Jnfissolij,
nriii new flying jib, new fore swifter shrouds ; the
confiding, it became the solemn and affect- ■ morality.
Kennebunk, in said county, yeoman, deceas
'schooner lies on her beam ends, bows all under
ing duty of the President to deliver his last j jf any consideration could add to the inAccidents.—Mr. Ephraim Clark,
water, and has an anchor down, the rags of her ed, having presented his first account of ad
annunl Message. From such a President to trinsic weight of these high inducements to castle, Me. fell through the ice, while cross ¡colors
ministration of the estate of said deceased
were hanging in the fore shrouds.
such a people, a Message was to have been abstain from any species of interference with }
Capt. Donnell took off most of her standing for allowance :
ing
Damariscotta
Pond,
on
the
11th
inst.
and
expected full of affection and respect, digni- the Hojuestic affairs of a neighboring and
ORDERED—That the said administrator
rigging, and will visit her again and if possible
fled and pure in its style, and sublime in its . friendly State, it would be the tremendous ret- was drowned.----- A son of Mr. Walter Ad bring her in ; it is supposed she struck on York give notice to all persons interested, by caus
morality.
I ribution to which we are so peculiarly expos- ams, of Union, aged 11 years, was drowned Ledge in the storm of Friday night, and after ing a copy of this order to be published three
Here, cried Mr. Wise, (holding out a ed on our South Western frontier, from meas- in Seven Tree Pond, in that town, while ska beating off, anchored where she is ; one of the wqeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
bodies is supposed from appearances to have zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
puuiphlct) is the lust annuiil message of An- ■ ures of retaliation»
drew Jackson. I would, sir, that it were any I Should Mexico declare war against the ting, on the evening of the 14th inst. A son been the Captain, one of his stockings was mark that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
thing but what it is. I mean no disrespect United States, and aided by some great E11- of Mr. Jonah T. Day fell through the ice, in ed J. B. B. he was apparently about thirty years held at Alfred, in said county, on the first Mon
to the President when I say that it is what it ropean power, hoist lhe standard of servile the same pond, a few days since, and was of age, the other was a more elderly man, head day in January next, at ten of the clock in
quite bald : the boy apparently about seventeen
is ; but that it is not the Message of Andrew insurrection in Louisiana and the neighboring rescued with great difficulty.
years old, slender built, and had an anchor and the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
Jackson. It is known to the public, sir, that States, how deep would be our self reproachheart imprinted on his hand—they will be de have, why the same should not be allowed.
after the close ot the last session of Congress, e8 ¡n reflecting that these atrocious proceedAttest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
cently interred this afternoon.
(C7*A
contract
has
been
made
with
a
firm
the President and his ministers abandoned i mgs, received even a colorable apology from
A true copy—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
their posts and went some one way and some our example, or from the unlawful conduct in Salem, for the building of a Steamboat,
Brig Shamrock, Jordan, 12 days from Havana
December 10.
another, in discharge of the political missions of our Own citizens !
140 feet in length, to ply between Portsmouth for Boston, with a full cargo of molasses and
respectively assigned to them. The old he-1 There is one question, connected with this and Boston. The contractors are now lay sugars, went ashore on Lynn Beach, on Satur
NOTICE
ro himself, over ruts, rivers, and bridges, controversy, of a definite character, upon
day, at 11 o’clock, A. M. At 3 in the morning
S hereby given, that the annual meeting of
through Western Virginia,¡’l.-™”8 ,dtugged to
to | which
■ • ■ it• may ■be proper that
•
... ex- ing the keel, as we learn from the Boston made Cape Cod Light, bore away for Boston
you should
the Kennebunk-port Granite If Rail Road
Tennessee. They carried him about
like ~a press
_____
___
_ ___
_________
_ Galaxy. She will be about 200 tons burthen, Light—at 10 made the breakers^-wind increased
"
an_opinion.
You
are
doubtless ___
aware
Company will be held at the office of the
lion for a show, and like a lion, they made } that tjie peOple of Texas, by an almost unan- is to be called the Portsmouth, and comman to a gale, sails were split and blown from the
J— t
... —
_
L- 1 xa t «XZX* l>
W*
M I XX »4 XW I ■
•
B
x
*
yards, when she drove ashore. Vessel and car Company, in Kennebunk-port, on Wednesday
him --roar,
and1 show
his teeth <kand
talons. ¡m0(JS vote, .have expressed• their
desire
to be
They had a catechism prepared for him ; and admitted into our Confederacy, and applica ded by Capt. T. Howes, formerly of the In go insured in Boston She wa/s owned by Mes the fourth day of January next, at one o’clock
srs. N. & G. Knight, of Boston, and P. McCobb P. M. for the choice of officers for the ensu>
whenever they could collect a crowd, wheth tion will probably be made to Congress for dependence.
and E. D. Choate, of Portland.
ing year. In addition to the ordinary busi
er on the highway or in a tavern har-room, a that purpose. In my opinion, Congress
ness of the annual meeting the following sub
certain set of questions were put to him to ought not even to entertain such a proposi
The Fire in Washington.—The Wash
jects will be acted upon, viz :
Farm for Sale.
be answered in the presence of the multi tion in the present state of the controversy. ington correspondent of the Portland Adver
1st. To make such alterations and additions
^UTUATED in the
tude. What do you think, General, of such If we admit Texas into our Union, while
to the by-laws as may be deemed necessary.
town of York, on
a man ? To this the General would reply, Mexico is still waging war against that Prov- tiser, under date of L6th inst., gives the fol
2d. To petition the Legislature for an en
Ground Root Hill,
with lungs now so weak, but then, stentorian ¡nee, with a view to re-establish her suprem- lowing additional particulars in relation to
largement of the powers and privileges of
called) about two miles
—“ he is a Traitor, sir.” “There! there ! aCy over it, we shall, by the very act itself, the destruction of the building in which were
do you hear that ?” would be immediately make ourselves a party to the war. Nor can the General Post Office, the city Post Office from Cape Neddick Harbour. Said farm con the Corporation.
3d. To increase the number of shares of
tains about one hundred and thirty acres, of
buzzed through the crowd. General, what we take this step, without incurring this
which thirty five is tillage, fifty-five is pastur the Capital stock of the Company.
do you think of such a man ? another would heavy responsibility, until Mexico herself shall and the Patent Office.
4th. To act upon all other subjects that
ask. “ He is a black cockade federalist, sir,” recognize the independence of her revolted ‘ The fire originated in the cellar of the City ing and forty wood land, with a double house
Post Office. Almost every body believes and large barn, built new within the last five may regularly come before said meeting.
was the ready reply. What of such a rnan ? Province.
Per order, ROBERT TOWNE, Sec.
“ He is a liar.” What of such another man ?
We have no official information of the pre that it is the work of an incendiary. Gossip years, a large orchard and a good well of wa
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 13, 1836.
“ He made a speech, sir, and gave a steno cise state of our relations with Mexico. E- says Wise’s Resolution has frightened some ter, never known to fail in the severest
grapher five dollars to write it out for him.” nough is khown, however, to satify us that miscreant or other. The House of Repre drought. Also, one half of a SAW MILL.
NOTICE.
The above farm is as good soil as can be
What of that man ? “ Oh, he is sitting on the conjuncture is eminently critical. Let sentatives has passed a resolution of inquiry,
HE subscriber, about making a new ar
the fence, and there is no telling on which us be scrupulously careful that we do noth and also to inquire what injury may have found in the State. It will stand the drought
rangement in his business, calls upon
side he will alight.” But what, General do ing to countenance, and all we can to pre been sustained by the United States, and and frost longer than any other farm in the
those who have unsettled Accounts, to have
you think of Mister Whitney 2
“ There is vent the calamity of a war. We are now en what legislation may be necessary in conse vicinity. For further particulars enquire of}
no just cause of complaint against him, sir,” gaged in a fearful and doubtful struggle to quence. No attempt was made to save the SAMUEL ADAMS, Esq. Cape Neddick them adjusted prior to the 1st of February.
WILLIAM LORD.
responds the President. “ Those who make reform our federal system of government, by building, and more than an hour and a half Corner.
Kennebunk, Dec. 16, 1836.
Dec. 24,1836._______________________
the complaints are liars." The responses throwing off the corruptions under which it elapsed after the building was known to be
on fire, before a general alarm was given.
were repeated by the deacons iu attendance, is rapidly sinking.
Ship Timber & Plank,
and were received with admiration by the
In this state of things a war with any There was but little water in the vicinity,
4^^ ZUhF all kinds, wanted
gaping throng. The people, at last, however, country would be the greatest of calamities ; and no preparations had been made to meet
AS re-commenced business, and hopes
began to apprehend that the President was a for we could scarcely hope to come out of a fire. The engine belonging to the City
by diligent attention and fair deal
lion indeed, and that he come to devour it with any thing but the mere wreck of a Post Office was out of order,—and thus the
WILLIAM GOOCH.
ing to merit a share of the public patronage.
¡their freedom of election. My friend near free constitution, and the external forms of a multitude who were looking on, were com
Wells, Dec.23, 1836.
He offers a well selected stock of the usual
pelled to remain as idle spectators upon the
me (probably Mr. Peyton) told them that free government.
GOODS kept in a variety store, which be
scene
of
conflagration.
they were killing the old man ; that the bus
Ship Timber
Plank
will sell cheap for Cash or Country Produce.
But may heaven avert these inauspicious
The loss is wholly irreparable. First, the
tle and excitement was greater than he could omens, and direct all your measures to the
He would inform those with whom he has
OR a vessel of 400 tons,
bear ; that he would break down before the advancement of our true glory and lasting mails are all burnt, and thus a great amount
unsettled accounts, that his books are ready
wanted by
of property is probably consumed; in money,
termination of the canvass. Well, sir, the happiness, as a free and favored people.
for settlement, and hopes those who would
ROBERT
SMITH,
Jr.
drafts, and remittances of one sort and anoth
President was defeated in his mission. He
like to be credited in future, will call on him
GEORGE McDUFFIE.”
er. Next, lhe books are all in disorder, if Kennebunk Landing, Dec. 23,1836.
returned, mortified and disappointed ; and
as soon as convenient for a settlement.
not
all
lost,
though
it
is
reported
that
some
lias been sick ever since. The loss of Ten
Kennebunk, Dec. 15, 1836.
Ohio.-—The Legislature of Ohio assembled are saved—and thus there is the greatest op
nessee excited him very mueh, and caused
TI
SEAL
CAPS
just
receivthe haemorrhage, which nearly cost him his at Columbus on Monday, 5th inst.
Mr. portunity for fraud. And third, the Patent
FLOUR.
ÆQO
ed, which are offered for sale
_
life. The prediction of my friend, who was Vance, (V. B.) was re-elected Speaker of the Office, where were all the models of the in- _____
UST received and for sale from N. York
genuity of our countrymen, are all gone ! at very low prices by the.subscriber. Persons
really interested in his welfare—though he
a quantity of Flour, on consignment.
had pronounced him “ a liar,”—was verified. Senate by a majority of two votes ; and Mr. From this loss, legal conflicts will arise al- in want of the above article will do well to
WILLIAM LORD..
J. G. PERKINS,
At no time since the Presideni’s return, has Dill, (V. B.) Speaker of the House by a ma most every day, and the mischief can never call and examine.
Pec. J6,
be repaired.’
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 17,1836.
Jie been able to write or dictate a Message. jority of three votes.
'■
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Consumption !

Note.—When w,e become dead to the DR. ■ CHASE’S TRUSSES,
admonitions of friends, and indifferent to the For the immediate relief and Radical Cure of
DR. RELFE’S ASTHMATIC PILLS,
opinions which good me n may have of us,
Herma or Rupture.
.
ART.
HAVE from their extraordinary success
HIS article is the invention of Heber
we
are
Lost
—
Lost
—
Lost.
BY CHARGES SPRAGUE.
Chase, M. D. of Philadelphia, honora
in giving instant relief, and in cur
When from the sacred garden driven,
ry member of the Philadelphia Medical So
ing Colds, Coughs, Asthmas, Difficulty of
Man fled before his Maker’s wrath,
ciety.
Breathing, Wheezing, Tightness of the
An angel left >er|j|iace it? l^enyenj
OR sale by the subscriber a large assorts
These instruments have been submitted to
And crossed the'wanderer’s sunless path
Chest, Pain in the Side, Spitting of Blood,
rnent
of
COOKING
STOVES
;
Box
the
test
of
experiment,
in
that
city
and
other
’.Twas Art '. .sweet. Art ! new. radiance broke,
Chillness and Shiverings that precede Fe
and
Six-plate
Stoves
of
all
sfees
;
Oven
places,
for
about
2
years,
under
the
.observa

Where her fighi
flew o’er the’ ground ;
vers and Lung Complaints generally!
Mo.ptbs ; Ash-pit, and Boiler Doors ;—TIN tion of some of the first surgeons of that
And'thus with seraph voice she spoke, ,
become one of the most popular Medicines
'■< The curse a blessing shall'be found !’ * ; ■ WARE ; Stove Apparatus ; Stove Pipe, &c. place; whose unqualified recommendation
■ : .■ ■
&c.
they have obtained, as being the best article
known, and are sought after from every part
She led him through the trapklpss wild, u,.r
Also, for sale a good draught HORSE, ever offered to the public : hrivibg been found,
of the country, on account of the astonishing
Where .noontide sunbearnsippver bjazpd ;
ANTI-DYSPEPTIC
which will be sold very loW^if applied for in a large proportion of the cases,* not only to
The thistle shrunk—the harvest smiled,
LLS have been long and favorably success which has attended their administra
soon.
afford immediate relief to that distressing and
And nature, gladdened as she gazed. ■ .
tion in the above complaints,frequently curing
LEVI P. HILLARD.
dangerous disease, but, by a few months’ use known in the Southern States, and have been
Earth’s thousand tribe^ of living things,
the most obstinate cases, and giving the most
most
successfully
employed
in
almost
every
Kennebunk,
Dec;
9,
1836.
to effect a radical cure : and thus render the
At Art’s command to him are given :
The village grows; the dity springs,' . '
longue wearing of the instrument unnecessary. variety of functional disorder of the Stomach, unexpected relief, after every other remedy
WIJLMAM SAFFORD
And point their spireè bMith to heavèn.
The Committee of the Philadelphia Med Bowels, Liver and Spleen ; such as heart had failed, and persons had given them
TTAS for sale LADIES BOAS.
ical Society, who were appointed to investi burn, acid eructations, nausea, headache, selves up in despair of a cure 1
He rends the oak—.and hifls;it.rid,e,
J-JL ff^Cash paid for SHIPPING FURS. gate the merits of the various instruments in pain and distention of the Stomach and Bow
They have been known io cure persons
To guard the. shoresjits beauty graced ;
els, incipient Diarrhea, Colic, Jaundice, Flat supposed to be far gone in consumption, and
Kennebunk,
Dec.
9,1836.
use,
for
the
treatment
of
Herniq,
reported
in
* He smites thè rock—upheaved in pride,
ulence, habitual costiveness, loss of appe
See towers of strength, and domes of taste. "SHIP:TIMBER & PLANK~ favor of that of Dr. Chase : to which report, tite, sick headach, sea-sickness, &c. ¿fcc. exhibiting all the appearance of approaching
contained in the February No. of the Ameri
Earth’s teeming caves their wealth reveal,
are a safe and comfortable aperi dissolution.
■ Fire bears his banner on the wàvè,
Ti'OR a vesse^ °f250 tons, aSx can Journal of the Medical Sciences, mem They
And such have been the salutary effects
ent
for
Females
during pregnancy and sub
bers
of
the
medical
profession
are
here
re

He bids the mortal poison heal,
_ jF
wanted immediatesequent
confinement,
relieving
sickness
at
the
of
these
Pills even in hopeless cases, as so
And leaps triumphant ò’er the grave.
ferred.
ly by
These instruments can only be used, with stomach, headach, heartburn and many of far to mitigate the sufferings of the patient,
BOURNE
&
KINGSBURY.
He -pl-uchk the pearls that stud the deep,
the greatest prospect of success, under the the incidental nervous affections. Literary as evidently to prolong life for days and
Kennebupk Landing, Dec. 10, 1836.
Admiring beauty’s lap to fill ;
care
of a person well acquainted with the An men, stiidents and most other persons of se weeks, and give to it fa positive comfort they
He breaks the.stubborn marble’s sleep,
dentary habits, find them very convenient.
atomy
of the diseased parts.
And m'o^k:? his own Creator’s skill.
■
For Sale'
to J^et.
Those who indulge too freely in the pleas never expected to enjoy.
They
are
also
highly
recommended
by
With thoughts .that swell his glowipg gout-,.,
The operation of the pills is wonderful in
n
well known Tavern Profs. Horner, Jackson, Gibson, McLellan & ures of the Table find SMedy relief from the
' ' He Bids th^ ore
tiie Pa$'é’..? AL V?.<'
A Standi 'situated in the vileasing
respiration, quieting the cough, and
sense
of
oppression
and
mstension
which
fol

Rush of Philadelphia ; A. G. Smith, of Ohio
proudly scorning, time’s contig
procuring
comfortable rest.
*
a
”
e
°CR
‘
'
uae
h
un
k-port,
and
now
low,
by
taking
the
Pills.
As
a
dinner
Pill
; ' Comnieiices with an unborn ag.e- f / . A
Medical College ; and Drs. Harris & Bryant
occupied by Andrew Luques, will surgeons of the U. S.
they are invaluable. Those who are drink
Common colds are frequently removed in.
In fields of air he writes his name, ‘
’
be sold or reasonable terms, or will be Jet.
*
The subscriber,
^\'S Agent for Dr. ing mineral waters, and particularly those a few hours.
Andjrehdaith6 chamber of the sky;
paiff House is well situated, well finished, and Chase for this place
bity, was recent from southern climates and ague and fever
Ol/“*“ Although, (says-a person speaking'
He rpad^^f stars,.¡and grasps the flame
has connected therewith all the necessary ly informed by Dr.
p^xlhairman of the districts, will find them a valuable adjunct.
That.quivers round the-throne on high.
out-buildings, and a good garde.? spot. ,lt is, ‘above committee, anf Dr. Hays, editor of Those who are exposed to the vicissitudes of of these Pills,/ mj7 wife has tried various
In war renovvned, in peace sublime,
the only Tavern Stand in the village. For the American Cyclbtedia of Practical Medi weather, on voyages or journeys, can take medicines of the first celebrity, for an
He moves in greatness and in grace ;
farther particulars apply to this office.
cine, that the conf *ence ff the profession in them at all times with perfect safety. In full Asthmatic diffieulty, (or affection of the
His power subdb’ing space arid time,
Dec. 8,1836.
Links realm to realm, and race to race.
the utility and success of the instrument had <_ >ses, they are a highly efficacious and safe lungs,) which at times was exceedingly dis
been
increasing since the report of that com Ann bilious medicine. They seldom ornev- tressing, confining her to her house for days
7 NOTiCE ’ er?“sa.V;uce sickness at the stomach or gri- and weeks together, she finds nothing gives
ÌEMPERANCÉ DEPARTMENT^
mittee.
<S hereby ^Jven, that I have relinquished
These instruments will be applied and fit pi?V
her the relief which Relfe’s Asthmatic
all
claim
to
the
servicesand
earnings
of
The Great Questiori.^The following res
The following Testimonials, of the claims Pills do !—easing her respiration, quieting
ted
to
each
qase
by
the
subscriber.
of these Pills to public patronage, have been her cough, and giving her comfortable rest.”
olution was adopted at ■?he last meeting of my.son, Israel Fisher, a minor, under the
’ URLE1GH SMART.
age of 21 years, and that he is free to act and
selected from many of similar import, recent
the Maine Temperance Sbcietj7,: ’ ", ", '
Kennebunk,
J
uw
p
’
836.
And this is the testimony of hundreds or
trade for himself and that I do not hold my
ly furnished.
Resolved, That a committee be appoint self responsible for any debts or contracts of
thousands. The relief which aged people,
Paints
and
Oil.
From the Rt. Rev. Levi S. IveS, I). D., Bishop as well as others, experience from the use
ed to consider the expediency of dissolving his making.
AVING taken the stand formerly occu
of North Carolina.
JAMES FISHER.
this ; Society, with the understanding that
of tiñese Pills, is truly astonishing, and ren
pied by John Lillie, the subscriber
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 7, 1836.
“ Raleigh, March 2, 1835.
another be organized, on the principle df to
ders them invaluable to many, and are in
offers articles in the above line cheap for cash.
“ Having, for the last three years, been in
tal abstinence from all intoxicating liquors—
—AMONG WHICH ARE—
fact to some, an essential auxiliary to their
Farm
ita
Sale.
'
timately
acquainted
with
Dr.
John
Beck

Honduras Sarsaparilla Root—a highly es
to report at the next annual meeting.
comfort, and almost to their existence !
ri a FipHE subscriber ofwith,
of
this
city,
and
enjoyed
his
profession

teemed article for all kinds of humors and
-lifers for. sale a /
ffj^A Physician informs the Proprietor,
Thomas Adams, Richard H. Vose, Hen
al services, I lake pleasure in stating that his
Chronic Rheumatism ;
character as a Christian gentleman and expe that a gentleman in the country observed
ry Tallman, Rev. Mr. Shepard, Samuel
va^ua^’e farm’ ’y’ng
English
Extractof
the
same
article
;
near the congregationrienced Physician entitles his testimony, in to him, he had reason to believe the use of
Redington, Rev. Mr. Cox; Rev. Mr. Miles,
Marshall’s do.
do. ;
regard to the use of his Anti-dyspeptic Pills, these Pills had been the means of saving his
and James Allen, together with the Presi al meeting house in Lyman, containing one
Swaim
’
s
Panacea
—
warranted
genuine
;
to the entire confidence of the Pub’ e. My life.
dents of the several county societies, con hundred and twenty acres of good land,
Cinchonine
and
Sulphate
Quinine
;
eighty acres of which is well wooded and
experience of the good effects of these Pills,
Morphine, and Sulphate do.;
Price—whole boxes, 30 Pills,
: half
stitute the committee.
It is hoped that timbered, and forty acres of tillage and pas
for two years past, satisfies me of their emi
Cough
Lozenges
and
Jujube
Paste
—
fash

do. 12 Pills, 50 cts.
these gentlemen will feel iliat a subject of turing. There is a good dwelling house
nent
value,
particularly
in
aiding
aii
impaired
nd’brdihary importance is submitted to their upon said farm, two stories high, with two ionable articles for coughs and sore throats ; digestion and warding off'bilious attacks.
DUMFRIES’
investigation. Measures will be taken to stacks of chimnies, and may well accommo Swaim’s Vermifuge ;
Having been for a long time subject to the
Tooth Ache Drops ;
annual
recurrence
of
such
attacks,
1
was
in
secure a meeting of the committee, probably date two families ; there is also a barn and
Balsam of Honey—for soreness and weak
the habit of resorting for seenrity against
the evening previous to the annual meeting shed, and two orchards in which there is ness of the stomach and lungs ;
considerable
grafted
fruit.
them, and with very partial success, to a lib
of the society. Should any be prevented
Lignum
Vitse
Wood
v
;
China
Root
;
Sassa

OR sore or inflamed Eyes—nothing
JONATHAN CALEF.
from attending personally, it is requested
fras bark and Bitter Sweet—approved sub eral use of Calomel or Blue Pill. But s'^ce,
known gives such immediate and com
Lyman, Nov. 16, 1836.
stances for medicinal beer, for diseases of the my acquaintance with the Anti-dyspeptic fortable relief. On recent sere eyes, the
that they will communicate their views to
Pill
of
Dr.
Beckwith,
which
he
prescribed
in
skin and liver ;
the chairman of the committee, previous to
Please Take Notice.
is most salutary. Where the comthe first instance himself, 1 have not been
Lobelia Herb, seeds, and pulverized ;
the time of the meeting. It is also to be
under the necessity fusing Mercury n ffíny p* - ?t Fas been for years standing, and in
Witch
Hazel
leaves
and
Rosemary
roothoped that all the members of the society PAY I PAY I I AVd i AVd OR SET
form, besides being wholly exempt from bd }some exceeding bad cases, the most unexused for internal humors ;
TLE ILL
will give the subject their attention, as it
ious attacks. Several members of re, fatml}';.. .„cted and desi rab|e relief has been found
Pulverized
Bayberry
root
bark
;
HE subscriber contemplates a new ar
Eye Water> aft(.r eV(,,.y
mpst ultimately be submitted to their ac
Saxon Liquid Blueing—for blueing linen are experiencing the same benefima^effects.us(. ()f
rangement
in
regard
to
his
business,
tion. An error committed at this crisis may
clothes
or
dyeing
;
__
_
"
'
1
e‘
ier
,en)e
dy
had
failed. Persons wha
and will sell the balance of his stock of goods
have a very deleterious effect upon the at reduced prices. He calls upon all persons
Buchu leaves, and in powder—a celebrated
From the Rev. F. L. Hawkes, D. D.
' n»‘« used U>
hesitation
prosperity of our cause. If we are on the having accounts against him to present the article for Urinary diseases ;
New-York,
February
3,
1836.
(
e
P
re
P
ara>trm
complaints
Real Irish Moss, with printed directions ;
right foundation now, let us keep it ; if not, same For settlement as soon as may be, and
I have no knowledge, derived from ex- "7 hflve ever “lel «llh‘ 1 nce 25 cen,s a
flour.
Oatmeal
let us abandon it, and advance to a position all persons having unsettled accounts at his
perience, of lhe efficacy of Dr. Beckwith’s ( Dottle.
where we may take firm ground, and pre store are requested to make payment—those Preparations &
Pills ; but I know that some of my pers^ial
(Q^None are genuine unless signed T.
who
cannot
pay
immediately
can
call
and
als, &c.
pare for our final attack upon the enemy.
friends
in North-Carolina, whom I left, some
settle by note or otherwise. It is his inten English Confection of Senna—a pleasant
KIDDER,
on the wrapper, [sole Proprie
Maine Temperante Herald.
years ago, suffering severely under Dyspep
tion to close all his present accounts on or Laxative ;
tor, and successor to Dr. Conway,) by
sia,
were
in
good
health
when
I
saw
them
the fifteenth day of January 1837, and* Tt»«i true fresh Lee’s Pills ;
whom they are for sale, at his Counting
An Excellent Movement.—The clergy before
those who may want goods of any deser r Andersoffs, Faniily, Anti-Dyspeptic Pills ; on a visit, made a few months since, and all
ascribed their recovery to the use. of Beck Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and
men of Augusta of all denominations have tion he may. have on hand, may rely on hav a Female and Stomachic Pills ;
by his special appointment, bv
entered into an arrangement for delivering a ing them at reduced prices. He continues1?» The latter of which is a very efficient and with’s Pills,
“ I know that the certificates obtained by
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk.
Series of lectures on temperance. A lecture take good* hard wood, lumber and produce pleasant remedy for most of the Bilious and
iSAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
is to be delivered every week, till each in pavmeht of debts, or in exchange for Stomaqhic derangements which.are fashion- the Doctor, in North-Carolina, are from gen
tlemen of the highest respectability, and sev
BARNABAS PALMER.
áowTemiéd liver complaints ;
clergyman has performed the service. It is' goods.*
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
Nov. 23,1836.
The Stomachic pills generally increase the eral of them stated to me verbally that which
truly pleasant to see the “ watchmen join
is
contained
in
their
published
certificates.
I
appetite^ when deficient ; cleanse and
their voice,” in a cause like this. It can Farm,
Fishing Establish strengthen the stomach and regulate the have th® most entire confidence in them.
Baldly fail to have a powerful effect upon
“ I also know Dr. Beckwith, and have
ment and Wead Eand
bowels.
those who attend on their ministry. Will
known him from my boyhood ; and I cheer
[Price reduced to 25 cents.],
Head ache and Pile Pills;
lor
^ale.
fully state with Bishop Ives, ‘ that his char
not all the clergy, throughout the state, follow
HE character of this celebrated Oint
Antalgic
Plaster,
for
pain
in
the
side
and
FFlHE subscriber ofacter as a Christian gentleman and experien
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,,
the example?—lb.
back, weakness at the stomach^ and lungs ;
JL fers for sale that
ced Physician entitles his testimony, in re
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
Anodyne
Liniment
:
one
of
the
best
exter

valuable property at
Pour Fortunes and two lives lost.—
nal applications for Rheumatic and other gard to the use of his Anti-dyspeptic Pills, to disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
Cape Porpoise, formerthe entire confidence of the Public.’
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
M ——, born of a fine family, possessed of ly the residence of the late Capt. Ebenezer pains and stiffness ;
44 F. L. HAWKS.”
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
Crude Borax, for Smith’s use ;
fine talents and fortune, married a lady e- Perkins, deceased. Said estate contains aThe well known J4UNDICE BITTERS,,
Phosphorus
;
Chlorate
of
Potash
;
For
sale
in
New-York
by
Leavitt,
Lord
&
qually talented and more wealthy, and no bout 300 acres, consisting of Timber and
which are so eminently useful for removing
German
Loco
Focos
;
Co.
180,
Broadway
;
Boston,
B.
B.
Muzzey
;
couple ever commenced life with fairer pros Wood and Tillage Land, and Salt Marsh, the
London Lucifers, warranted ;
Portsmouth, N. H. Brackett Hutchings ; Do all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
pects, better habits, and more affection. Upland all enclosed by stone wall. It lies on
Prussiate Potash ; Prussic Acid;
ver, Asa A. Tufts ; E. Goodale, Saco, Me. ; JI fresh supply is just received, and for sale by
and
forms
one
side
of
Cape
Porpoise
har

The year after, his father died, and left him
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk,
Prot Acetate of Mercury ; Black Oxide do.; Daniel Remich, Kennebunk.
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
a third fortune, and in a short time a rela bor, and has two or three Islands, one of which
General
Agent,
Iodide
of
Iron
;
Tartrate
dp.
;
said to contain about 60 acres, belonging
Wholesale by W. C. MITCHELL. Portland,
tion left him a fourth fine estate. By this is
Phosphoric
Acid
;
Oxalic
do.
for
cleansing
HENRY
D.
TURNER,
to the same, and is capable of being made
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings
180, Broadway, New-York.
time, he was in the habit of drinking moder one of the best Fishing and Farming estab brass with one quarter of the labor.
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. P.
Iodine
and
Hydriodate
Potassa
;
ep24w.
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders
ately, which continued until habit was fixed ; lishments in the State of Maine.
to be addressed to L. Th wing, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
Compound
Syrup
of
Sarsaparilla
;
he commenced frequenting the gambling
The Farm has the past season paid the in
houses, and race fields, was soon’a sof, his terest of $4000. An opportunity seldom of , Nursing Bottles and Tubes ; Nipple shells Splendid Aimwls for
NOTICE.
'
and shields of various kinds ; Breast Glasses ;
fortunes gone, and even 4ns household fur fers for investment of a few thousand dollars Bed pans and Urinals ; Issue Peas ; Hat
mHE subscriber having contracted with
niture vi?as'sold by the Sheriff Soon after, so advantageously. Any one wishing to ease for Issues and Blisters ; Gold beater’s rjlHE PARLOUR SCRAP BOOK for JL the town of Kennebunk, to support
hbfleft home to go to a neighbor’s house, purchase can view the premises by calling skin, for chaps and scratches or superficial jl. 1837. Edited by Willis Gaylord the poor of said town for one year, hereby
Issachar Wells, who occupies the same
Clark, Esq. Embellished with 16 superb gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
went into the woods, but a few hundred on
wounds.
or on the subscriber at Kennebunk.
steel
engravings. The whole forming a most vision for them at the Alms-House, and here
Lip Salve—warranted to cure common sore splendid
yards from his own house, broke a grape
WM. LORD.
quarto volume, bound in extra Mo by forbids all persons harboring or trusting
lips
and
nose,
from
colds,
and
very
effectual
vine andJmzig- himself from a tree ; where,
October, 28,1836.
rocco, gilt edges.
any of the Paupers of said town on his ac
for
chaps
and
ring
worm,
or
any
cutaneous
qfier eleven days, the putrified and loath
Friendship’s Offering and Winter’s Wreath, count or on account of the town, as he will
sores.
Clapboards.
some body of this once lovely young man
a Christmas and New-Year’s present for 1837, pay no bill for their support.
Indian Oil and Antique do.—for the hair ; with 11 elegant engravings.
was found. The effect produced by all
JAMES WARREN..
Indian Dye—for coloring the hair;
The Gift, by Miss Leslie, with 10 splendid
these circumstances, brought his lovely and
Kennebunk, May 1, 1836.
Otto of Rose Soap—a very fine article for engravings.
7
WILLIAM LORD.
amiable wife to an untimely grave Soon af
the Toilet;
Nov. 23,1836.
The Pearl, with 7 fine steel Mezzotinto en
ter, leaving two helpless children to the
Camphor Soap—for improving the skin ; gravings.
Sal Soda,
TOOR sale by the subscriber—a substitute?
Cream of Amber—for pimpled faces ;
NOTICE?”""
charity of friends^
—also—
ujjWM. LORD.
Chemical Ink—for metallic pens.
This fact is here stated by a relation ¿of A LL persons are forbidden to haul or carry
A further supply of the American Alma JC for Soap.
the unfortunate wife, and one» that cut the .¿ A off ballast or paving stones from the
Groceries.
nac, for 1837.
ALMANACKS FOR 1837?
Cinnamon Bark ; Ground Cinnamon ;
vine from the neck of the ruined husband. Great Hill Farm, (formerly Owned by Wm.
The Young Lady’s Friend—l?y a Lady.
■O
OBERT B. THOMAS’ ALMANACK*
Cassia Buds ; Mace ; Oil ofNutmegs ;
An excellent work,
These facts are all given by witnesses in the Jefferds, Esq.) as any trespass of this kind
Oil of Lemon ; Essence of do. ;
The Laws of Etiquette ; or rules and re JoL containing the Maine matter, the sit
neighborhoods, (not fifty miles froffi Rich will be prosecuted.
Extract of Mace—for richness and delicacy flections for conduct in society. By a gen ting of the Courts in Maine—Post Offices—
THOMAS LORD.
mond,/in which they occurred. I tell them
Military Fines—Officers of the State, &c. &C,
of
flavor superior to any spice in use ;
tleman.
Kennebunk,
Nov.
10,
1836.
to show the effects of intemperance here in
Crockett’s Almanack, 1837.
Extract of Orange and Lemon ;
Abercrombie on the Intellectual Powers ;
Virginia.—Star.
People’s do.
do.
Essence of Rose and Rose water; Ginger ;
” on the philosophy of the Moral Feel
St. Domingo Coilee
Comic
do.
do.
Pimento ; Preserved Ginger Root;
ings ;
F a good quality, for sale at Boston pri
Miniature
do.
do.
I don’t care.—As I stood by the desk of
Fine Arts, by J. S. Memes ;
ces, by the single bag or a larger quan Citron ; Dried Apricots, a superior article
Just received and for sale, wholesale and
a rum seller the other day, on Centra! street,
Familiar Letters on Public Characters ;
tity, by
J. G. PERKINS.for pies ;
D. REMICH.
Cured Cocoa ; Shells ; Chocolate ;
The Old World & the New, by O. Dewey ; retail, by
a man with pink colored eyes seemed im
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 18,1836.
Kennebunk, Oct. 29, 1836.
Welsh’s Cocoa Tea, designed for the use
The Corner Stone, by Abbott ;
patiently waiting for the tapster to be al
of invalids
BURLEIGH SMART.
Flint’s Lectures ;
Cheese.
leisure, till he could stand it no longer, and
School Books & Stationery.
Kennebunk,
July
9,1836.
eply«
The Budget ;
LBS
PRIME
CHEESE,
in hurried accents says : “ Mr.------ , I must
Napoleon in Exile;
’
just
received from New
have a few more of your drops.” As he York, of a very fine quality, for sale by the
GRAVE STONES.
D. REMICH
Frugal Housewife, 20tb edition ;
started for the cask,to help himSeìf, a friend subscriber.
HE subscriber would inform the inhabit
AS just received his Fall supply of
Irving’s Life of.Columbus, abridged ;
WM. LORD.
said to him,4 you had better not take any
ants ¿of Kennebunk and vicinity, that
SCHOOL BOOKS & STATIONE
Kennebunk, Nov. 23,1836.
The sources of Health and Disease in
more, they will hurt you.’ ( I don’t care,’
he
will
furnish
the
above
articles
at
Kenne

RY,
comprising almost every article in his
communities
;
aine jusTiCE?^d
bunk and Wells, on as reasonable terms as
line usually enquired for.
Spurzheim on Education ;
was the prompt reply of the poor deluded
Maine Town Officer,
Country Traders, School Committees
can be purchased elsewhere.
Young Lady’s Sunday Book ;
victim, andjthe glass was again raised to his
Forsalevby .
D. REMICH.
S. P. BRADBURY.
and Teachers will be supplied with School
Young Lady’s Own Book ;
thirsty lips ; and so it will always be with
N. B. All orders left with Levi P. Hil
Books, by the quantity, as low as they can,
Young Man’s Guide ;
the drunkard ; and the more he drinks, the
lard, Kennebunk, or Moses Morrill,
be purchased in Boston or Portland.
Young Man’s Own Book.
less he will care, till he fills the drunkard’s TOOR sale by
Welle, will be promptly attended to.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, Oct. 29,1836.
grave.
-M?
WM. LORD.
Kennebunk, Sept. 10, 1836.
epflm.
Oct. 29, 1836.
Nov. 24.
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